3.2 Design Guides
(Sanskrit, Hindi, Marathi, Konkani, Sindhi, Nepali)
that is related to the essence of the life of man. It is
Language Design Guides
Department of Information Technology, Ministry
of Communications & Information Technology
Government of India is working on the Encoding
Standards for Indian Languages. During discussion
with a strong need was felt to prepare a Language
Guide giving correct technical information about the
language to be used by the IT industry and other
similar applications for localisation.
IBM India suggested an outline of the language
information required for software development. The
RCILTS refined these guide-lines. This includes
Character sets (Consonant, Vowel, Dependent Vowel
Signs), Consonant Conjuncts, Sorting Order, Digits,
Punctuation Symbols and cultural information etc.
This issue brings out draft Language Design Guides
for Devanagari based languages Hindi, Sanskrit,
Marathi, Konkani, Sindhi & Nepali.
Inputs are solicited from the technical and linguistic
community for further refinement of this
information.

3.2.1 Sanskrit Design Guide
Introduction
Sanskrit is one of the most ancient languages of the
world, which has molded the culture and thoughtsystem not only of India but of many other countries
in Asia such as Nepal, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, China,
Japan, Korea, Thailand, Indonesia etc. Sanskrit is
not a dead language like Greek and Latin. It is still
spoken in some Indian families, though their number
is not very large. Even now new literature is being
created in Sanskrit and radio and television
programmes are regularly broadcast. The ideas
contained in Sanskrit continue to influence Indian
mind. Its vocabulary has permeated all Indian
languages, and thus it provided a continuity with
the past of our country. With the current worldwide interest in things Indian like Yoga, meditation
and Ayurveda, there is a renewed interest in learning
Sanskrit in many countries outside India. What is
more, it can be said without any fear of exaggeration
or contradiction that the ideas contained in Sanskrit
are going to mold the future thinking of the whole
mankind in such areas as linguistics, philosophy,
psychology, religion, sociology, in short in everything
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so because the deepest ideas expressed in Sanskrit
are not available anywhere else in the world.
The literature of Sanskrit is very vast. It includes
not only literary, philosophical and religious works,
but also works on mathematics, medicine,
astronomy, weaponry, animal husbandry, political
and economic science, poetics, linguistics, and so
on. In fact the Sanskrit literatures covers all aspects
of human life.
In this short article we shall pay attention only to
Sanskrit phonology and orthography.
No language has been so perfectly described as
Sanskrit. The main credit for this achievement goes
to Panini who lived around 300 BC. Panini’s book
of Sanskrit grammar, called Ashtadhyayi, has been
called by the eminent American linguist Bloomfield
as “one of the greatest monuments of human
intelligence”. It was because of Panini’s grammar that
Sanskrit language was so standardized that, without
the modern means of transport and communication,
the language could be understood and used by
scholars throughout the length and breadth of India.
Panini was preceded by a long chain of grammarians,
and his tradition continued even afterwards
producing such great grammarians as Katyayana,
Patanjali and Bhartrihari.
With his 4000 sutras, each of which is usually no
more than two or three words, Panini was able to
explain how almost all the words used in Sanskrit of
his time were formed. Panini’s grammar can be easily
said to be precursor of today’s generative grammar.
Given his corpus of stems of verbs and nouns and
the rules operating on them, even a computer
programmed with Panini’s sutras can generate
practically all the words of classical Sanskrit. This is
perhaps why it is said that Sanskrit is the most suitable
language for the computers.
Sanskrit Phonology and Orthography
1. Sanskrit vowels. There are ten main vowels in
Sanskrit. Of these, the following three are short
vowels:
a
as u in
cup
i
as i in
sit
u
as u in
put

The other seven main vowels are long. They take
twice as much time in their pronunciation as the
short vowels:
q
as a in
father
]
as ee in
sheep
[
as oo in
pool
e
as a in
gate
ai
as igh in
high (with a short a)
o
as o in
hope
au
as ou in
out (with a short a)
Note : q, ] and [ are long forms of a, i, and u
respectively. The difference in the short and long
vowels is important. The vowels ai and au are
diphthongs, i. e., combinations of two vowel sounds.
In pronouncing ai, the sound of a is immediately
followed by that of i. Similarly, au is pronounced by
making the sounds of a and u in quick succession.
2. Besides the above ten, there are three more vowels
in Sanskrit whose original pronunciation is lost. They
are now mostly pronounced as combinations of a
consonant and a vowel as follows:
3 = r + i,
¥ = r + ], = = l + r + i
Note: i) Among these three, only 3 is frequently used.
An example of this vowel having become a
combination of a consonant and a vowel is found in
the word Sanskrit itself. The sound denoted by ri in
this word must have been a vowel sound which is
now lost to us. In some parts of India this vowel is
pronounced as a combination of r + u. ii) Just as 3
has a long counterpart in ¥, the vowel = also has a
longer counterpart in theory, but it is not used in
any actual word of Sanskrit. iii) Even though these
sounds are not pronounced like vowels, they have to
be treated as vowels in all grammatical contexts just
as they were when the Sanskrit grammar was codified
about more than 2500 years ago.
3. Sanskrit vowels are written in the Devanagari script
as follows:
va
vk q
bi
bZ ]
mu
Å[
_ 3 _¤ ¥
,e
,s ai
vks o vkS au
Note: The vowel = is written as y` but is not used
independently in natural Sanskrit words.
4. Vowel marks. All vowels, except v] have two
written symbols to represent them. The vowels are

written in the above form only when they are used
independently, i.e., when they occur in the beginning
of a word or follow another vowel. When any vowel,
except a, follows a consonant, it is represented by its
particular mark (mqtrq) attached to that consonant.
When no mark is attached to its letter, a consonant
is pronounced with the sound of a after it. Below
are shown the marks (mqtr7qs) of different vowels as
attached to the Devanagari consonant u (na).
v Nil u na _
`
u` n3
vk k uk nq _
¤ u¤ n¥
b
f fu ni ,
s
us ne
bZ
h uh n] ,s
S
uS nai
m
q
uq nu vks ks uks no
Å
w
uw n[ vkS kS ukS nau
Note: i) The mark of b is written before the consonant
while that of the vowel bZ is written after it. ii) The
vowel y` has no special mark for it. When following
a consonant, this vowel itself is written below or after
that consonant to symbolize its sound.
5. Sanskrit consonants. Sanskrit consonants are
divided very systematically into several groups
according to their place and manner of articulation.
They are shown below according to their group-wise
division:
Consonants
A. Stops
Gutturals
Palatals
Cerebrals
Dentals
Labials

Simple Aspirated Voiced Asp.+Vc. Nasals
d ka [k kha x ga ?k gha ³ xa
p ca N cha t ja > jha ×k `a
V wa B wha M fa < fha .k za
r ta Fk tha n da /k dha u na
i pa Q pha c ba Hk bha e ma

B. Semi-vowels ; ya

'k 1a
D. Aspirates
g ha
E. Special nasal a /
C. Sibilants

j ra
"k 2a
%4

y la
Lk sa

o va

6. Stop consonants. A look at the table above shows
us the systemic order of the arrangement of the
consonants. The first twenty five consonants are all
‘stop’ consonants as in their pronunciation the flow
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of air is momentarily stopped at different places of
articulation. The consonants of the first row
(gutturals) are pronounced in the throat, the breath
being stopped by raising the back part of the tongue.
Those of the next row (palatals) are produced at the
back part of the palate while the breath is stopped
by the middle part of the tongue. The next row (of
cerebrals) is articulated at the centre of the roof of
the mouth, the breath being stopped by the front
upper part of the tongue. The consonants of the of
the fourth row (dentals) are pronounced with the
tip of the tongue touching the upper teeth. The
consonants of the fifth row are produced by closing
both the lips. Thus there is, in general, a progression
of the consonants from the backmost part of the
speech apparatus to the frontmost part. (The palatals
are now pronounced between the cerebrals and
dentals.)
These twenty five consonants are again divided
according to whether, i.) they are aspirated, that is,
an extra puff of air is used in articulating them, ii)
whether they are voiced, that is, the vocal chords
vibrate in their articulation, and iii.) whether part
of the air is released through the nose while
producing them.
7. Simple consonants. The five ‘simple stops’ in the
first column are pronounced at their respective places
of articulation by momentarily stopping, with the
tongue or the lips, the out-going air and then
releasing it in a natural way without any special effort.
Starting with d (ka) in the throat they gradually
come forward to end in i (pa) articulated with the
lips. These consonants are:
Cons.
as in
Notes
d
k in skull
with no aspiration

p

ch in chair

the front part of the
tongue pressing tight
against the palate

V
r

t in fit

with no aspiration

––

like French t, the tip of the
tongue pressing upper
teeth, no aspiration.

i

p in sip

with no aspiration

Note: For the sake of convenience, we refer to a
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consonant as followed by the vowel a. But when we
discuss a consonant as such, it should be taken to be
alone by itself, without any vowel attached to it.
8. Aspirated stops. The consonants in the second
column of the ‘stops’ are pronounced by positioning
the tongue or lips to pronounce the corresponding
simple consonants of the first column. Then some
pressure of air is built and released suddenly. It is
because of this puff of air that the consonants of this
column are called aspirates. While pronouncing them,
one should be able to feel a clear puff of air by placing
the back of one’s palm in front of one’ mouth. The
difference between the aspirate and the unaspirate
consonants is crucial in Sanskrit. The five aspirate
stops are the following:
[k kha N cha B wha Fk tha Q pha
9. Voiced stops. The consonants of the third column
of the ‘stops’ are voiced counterparts of the
consonants of the first column. In their
pronunciation the vocal chords vibrate to produce
resonance. These consonants are :
Cons.
as in
Notes
Xk
g in gum

Tk

j in jug

M
n

d in duck
th in thus

Ck

b in but

front of tongue pressing
against palate
tip of tongue pressing
against upper teeth

10. Aspirated voiced consonants. The consonants
in the fourth column of the ‘stops’ are pronounced
like those of the column 3 but a strong puff of air is
added in their articulation. These consonants are both
aspirate and voiced. They are:
?k gha > jha < fha /k dha Hk bha
11. The nasal consonants. The five consonants in
the last column are all nasal consonants. They are
articulated from the same place as the respective
consonants of the first column, but in their
pronunciation part of the air is let out through the
nose. These consonants are:
³ xa ×k `a .k za
u na
e ma
12. Semi-vowels and sibilants. Semi-vowels are
consonants that have qualities of both vowels and

consonants. In the articulation of sibilants some
friction is created by the position of the tongue and
the air comes out of the mouth with a hissing sound.
The pronunciation of the Sanskrit semi-vowels and
sibilants is generally like that in English, but the
sound of j~ (r) has a strong trill in it. In the production
of this sound the tip of the tongue continuously
vibrates against the front part of the palate. The
pronunciation of "k~ (2 ) was formerly as a cerebral
consonant but now it is pronounced almost like
palatal 'k~ (1 )Semi vowels

;
j
y
Ok

as in

Sibilants

y in yes
r in run
l in love
v in vulture

'k
"k
l

ss
sh in shut
as above
s in sun

Note: Ok is usually pronounced with the lower lip
touching the upper teeth. But when o occurs as the
second consonant in a consonant cluster, it is
pronounced like w in water. Both the lips are then
rounded and the tongue remains neutral.
13. The aspirate consonant g (ha) and visarga (%).
The letter g (ha) denotes the aspirate and voiced
consonant as in the beginning of the English words
hut and happy. The symbol % (called visarga) denotes
an unvoiced sound resembling that of h and is
frequently used at the end of words in Sanskrit.

14. The marks of the vowels m and Å combine with
the letter j~ in the following manner :
j~$ m = #] j~$ Å = :
15. The mark of the vowel _ combines with the
consonant g~ in the following manner :

âr h3ta carried away Lkân; sah3daya kind
16. When no vowel mark is attached to the
consonant, it is pronounced with the vowel a
following it. When the sound of the consonant itself
is to be shown, without any vowel following it, the
mark ~ (called halanta) is placed below it. In the
words below, the last consonant, marked with
halanta, is pronounced by itself without any vowel.
vge~ aha/ I
rr~
tat
that (n. sg.)

Consonant Clusters
17. When a consonant is followed by another
consonant without any intervening vowel, we get a
consonant cluster. Different methods are used to
represent such clusters.
If the first letter in the cluster has a vertical line on
the right side, that line is removed and the two
consonants are joined together. Thus,

t~ $ o ¾ To] l~ $ r ¾ Lr] u~ $ ; ¾ U;
Tokyk

jvqlq a flame 'kwU;e~

1[nyam void, zero

18. If the consonant j~ (r) is followed by another
consonant, then j~ is represented by the mark Z
placed above the following consonant. Thus,

j~ + o = oZ] j~ + ; = ;Z
loZe~ sarva/ all, (n. sg.) vk;Z% qrya4 a nobleman

19. If j~ (r) follows a consonant in a cluster and is
itself followed by a vowel, it is represented in different
ways depending upon the shape of the preceding
consonant. If the preceding consonant has a vertical
line in it, then j~ is represented by the mark z placed
at the lower part of the vertical line. Thus,

x~ + j = xz, i~ + jh = izh
xzke% grqma4 a village ?kzk.k% ghrqza4 sense of smell

20. The mark z is also attached to the lower part
of the letters n and g to show their cluster with j-

æo% drava4 a liquid

Ðkl%

hrqsa4 decline

21. The cluster of V~ and j is written as Vªm"Vª% u2wra4 a camel jk"Vªe~ rq2wram kingdom, nation
22. The cluster of 'k~ and j is written as JJe% 1rama4 labour, Jks=ke~ 1rotram sense of hearing, ear
23. The letters d and Q drop these right side ‘hook’
if they are the first letter in a cluster. Thus,

D + ; = D;] D + o = Do] Q~ + y = ¶y
okD;e~ vqkyam a sentence, iDo pakva cooked, ripe

24. The cluster of d~ and r (Dr) is also written as äHkä% bhakta4 a devotee, 'kfDr% 1akti4 energy
25. The cluster of r~ with r is usually written as ÙklÙkk sattq existence egÙoe~ mahattvam greatness, importance
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26. The cluster of n~ and g~ with certain other
consonants has been traditionally written in a special
combined form of the two letters, but now there is a
tendency to write such clusters with a halanta mark
under n~ and g.~ Some examples are given below:
n~ + ; ¾ |] n~ +o = }] g~ +; =á] g~ + e ¾ ã
fo|k] fon~;k
vidyq
knowledge, learning
cqð%] cqn~/k%
Buddha4, The Buddha,
vlá] vlg~; asahya
(adj.) unendurable
27. The following clusters are written with special
letters:
d~ +"k ={k (k2a), r~ + j ==k (tra), t~ +×k =K (j`a).
v=k atra here
j{kk rak2q
defence

fp=ke~ citram a picture Kkue~ jqnam knowledge
Note: 1. {k] =k and K are often written at the end of
the Devanagari alphabet as independent letters.
2. The letter K is now mostly pronouned as gya. In
some areas it is pronouned as dna.
28. We saw above that each group of ‘stop’
consonants has a nasal consonant in it. To represent
a nasal sound before a non-nasal stop consonant
within the same word, the nasal consonant of that
particular group is written.
v³~d% axka4 a mark, a lap p×py ca`cala restless

vUr% anta4 end
dEi% kampa4 tremor

d.B% kazwha4 throat
vkjEHk% qrambha4 beginning
29. The nasal sounds before semi-vowels (;] j] y]
o), sibilants ('k] "k] l) and the aspirate (g) are of an
indistinct nature. They are all represented by a dot
placed above the letter preceding them:
la;e% sa/yama4 control Lka'k;% sa/1aya4 a doubt

va'k% a/1a4
a part lalkj% sa/sqra4 the world
laokn% sa/vqda4 dialogue lagkj% sa/hqra4 destruction
30. Because of the facility in printing, there is now
a tendency to represent the nasal sounds within a
word by the dot. Thus the words given above in 29
may be occasionally seen as printed below :

vad%] var%] dai%] papy] daB%] vkjaHk%

Note: Even though the purists insist that the nasal
sounds be always written in their original form, the
use of the dot is increasing and is not incorrect. As
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the nature of the nasal sound is governed by the
following consonant, this representation of different
nasal consonants by the dot has absolutely no effect
on their pronunciation. In fact, the Government of
India has adopted a policy that such Sanskrit words,
when used in Hindi, be always written with the
dot.
31. Formerly, in a consonant cluster the two
consonants were often written one upon the other.
Many Sanskrit books are full of instances of such
writing. But now there is a definite tendency towards
using simplified forms of clusters using the halanta
mark. When consonants are written one above the
other, the consonant written above is pronounced
first.:
vWó%] v³~xs% axga4 part of the body iê%] iV~V% pawwa4 a slab
32. For the placement of the mark of the vowel b,
the consonant cluster is regarded as one letter and
the mark is placed before the cluster even though
the vowel b is pronounced after the cluster:

'kkfUr% 1qnti4 peace eqfDr% mukti4 liberation
Note: When a consonant cluster is formed by using
halanta sign the mark of vowel b is placed before the
second letter as in cqnf~ /k] iV~fVdk33. The sign Z is written after the vowel marks
above the horizontal line even though it is
pronounced before the consonants and the
accompanying vowel.
LkosZ (all) = l~ $ v $ j~ $ o~ $ ,]
ÅfeZ% (a wave) = Å $ j~ $e~ $ b%
34. The symbol · (avagraha) is used to show the
elision of the vowel v when two words are joined in
sound-blending (sandhi):
rs $ vfi = rs·fi (they also)
35. The sacred symbol vkse~ is often written as ¬ .
36. For the mark of the full stop at the end of a
sentence a vertical line (A ) is used. This is the only
traditional punctuation mark in Sanskrit. Now
international symbols such as question mark, quotation
marks, hyphen etc. are also being commonly used.
37. The Devanagari numerals are written as follows:

Arabic
1] 2] 3] 4] 5] 6] 7] 8] 9] 0
Devanagari 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 0
To give some idea of written Sanskrit, some words
and sentences are being given below:
a. Some words related to space.
v=k
here
;=k
r=k
there
;=k&r=k

where (relative)
here and there

dq=k
loZ=k
v/k%

nearby
far off
above, on

where?
fudVs
everywhere nwjs
down
mifj

b. Some words related to time.
v/kquk
now
dnkfi u
rnk
then
lnk
bnkuhe~ now
loZnk
dnk
when?
v|
;nk
when
izkr%
(relative)
;nk&dnk now and lk;e~
then
c. Days of the week
jfookj% Sunday

never
always
always
today
in the morning
in the evening

xq#okj%
(c`gLifrokj%)
lkseokj% Monday
'kqØokj%
eaxyokj% Tuesday
'kfuokj%
cq/kokj% Wednesday lIrkg%
d. Divisions of time.
dky%/le;% time
lk;adky% evening
izkr%dky% morning
gksjk ( f. ) an hour
g~;%
yesterday
'o%
tomorrow
ij'o%
day after
tomorrow
e/;kg~u%
noon
vijkg~.k% afternoon
e/;jkf=k% midnight
e. Directions.
iwoZ
east

oknudkys
ekl%
i{k%
o"kZ%] o"kZe~
jkf=k ( f. )
o"kkZdky%
xzh"e%

Thursday
Friday
Saturday
a week
at o’ clock
month
a fortnight
year
night
rainy season
summer

olUr%
spring
gseUr%]f'kf'kj% winter
'kjn~ ( f. ) autumn
ij

other

if'pe
mÙkj
nf{k.k

west
north
south

voj
mifj
v/kj

hither
above
downward

f. Cardinal and ordinal directions.
,d—izFke
one—first
f}—f}rh;
two—second
f=k—r`rh;
three—third
prqj~—prqFkZ
four—fourth
i×pu~—i×pe
five—fifth
"k"k~—"k"B
six—sixth
lIru~—lIre
seven—seventh
v"Vu~—v"Ve
eight—eighth
uou~—uoe
nine—ninth
n'ku~—n'ke
ten—tenth
Below are given some sayings (lw f Dr) that have
become part of the Indian thought and are often
used even by people who do not know much
Sanskrit.
lR;eso t;rsA
The Truth always prevails.
ekrk Hkwfe% iq=kks·ga i`fFkO;k%A The earth is my mother, I
am her son.
tuuh tUeHkwfe'p LoxkZnfi Mother and motherland are
xjh;flA
even greater than heaven.
mnkjpfjrkuka rq olq/kSo
The whole earth is a family
dqVqEcde~A
for the large-hearted.
Lons'ks iwT;rs jktk fo}ku~ The king is worshipped in
loZ=k iwT;rsA
his own country, a scholar
is worshipped everywhere.
deZ.;sokf/kdkjLrs ek Qys"kq Your right is only the action
dnkpuA
not in the fruit thereof.
;ksx% deZlq dkS'kye~A
Yoga is skill in actions.
vfgalk ijeks /keZ%A
Ahimsa is the highest
religion..
ekua fg egrka /kue~A
Honour is the wealth of the
great.
laxPN/;a laon/oe~A
Walk together, speak in
one voice.
'krgLr lekfdj
Collect with hundred
lglzgLr lafdjA
hands, distribute with
thousand hands.
_rs Kkuku~ u eqfDr%A
There is no liberation
without knowledge.
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rr~ Roe~ vflA
v;ekRek czg~eA

Thou art that.
This soul of man is
Brahman.
lo± [kyq bna czg~eA
All this in the universe is
only Brahman.
,da ln~ foizk% cgq/kk
There is only one truth,
onfUrA
scholars describe in many
ways.
losZ HkoUrq lqf[ku%A
Let all people be happy.
;Fkk jktk rFkk iztkA
As is the king so is his
public.
;Fkk fi.Ms rFkk
As in the body so in the
czg~ek.MsA
universe.
eq.Ms eq.Ms efrfHkZUukA
Opinions differ from
person to person.
cqn~f/k;ZL; cya rL;A
Intelligence is strength.
lUrks"k% ijea lq[ke~A
Contentment is the
highest happiness.
vfr loZ=k otZ;sr~A
One should give up
excess everywhere.
;kn`'kh Hkkouk ;L;
As is the inner feeling so
fln~f/kHkZofr rkn`'khA
is the result.
Jn~/kkoku~ yHkrs Kkue~A One with faith gains
knowledge.
vFkZL; iq#"kks nkl%A
Man is slave to money.
vkjksX;a ijeks ykHk%A
Health is the highest gain.
'kqHkkLrs lUrq iUFkku%A
May your path be
auspicious.
opus dk nfjnzrkA
Why be miserly in (kind)
words!
eu ,o euq";k.kka dkj.ka| Mind is the cause of man’s
cU/keks{k;ks%A
bondage and liberation.
yksHk% ikiL; dkj.ke~A
Greed is the cause of sin.
fouk'kdkys foijhrcqn~f/k%A At the time of one’s
downfall, his intelligence
gets perverted.
This article is based on the initial part of Sandhaan’s
Correspondence Course in Sanskrit.
(Courtesy : Prof. Anil Vidyalankar,
Former Professor at NCERT,
Presently Director Sandhaan, New Delhi
Ph. 91-11-6863126,
e-mail :sandhaan@vsnl.com)
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Typical Colloquial Sentences in Sanskrit
GREETING
w Hello

+ÊªÉ , ¦ÉÉä:, xÉ¨ÉÉä xÉ¨É:, ½þ±ÉÉ - ºjÉÒË±ÉMÉ

ayi , bh°:, nam° nama:, hal¡ - str¢li´ga
w

Good Morning

ºÉÖ|É¦ÉÉiÉ¨ÉÂ*

suprabh¡tam
w

Good Afternoon

ºÉÖ¨ÉvªÉÉ¼xÉ¨ÉÂ*

sumadhy¡hnam
w

Good Night

¶ÉÖ¦É®úÉÊjÉ:*

¿ubhar¡tri:
w

Good Bye

VªÉÉäEòÂ ,{ÉÖxÉÌ¨É±ÉÉ¨É:*

jy°k ,punarmil¡ma:
w

Thanks

vÉxªÉ´ÉÉnùÉ:*

dhanyav¡d¡:
w

How are you?

¦É´ÉÉxÉÂ({ÉÖÏÆ ±±ÉMÉ)/¦É´ÉÊiÉ (ºjÉÒË±ÉMÉ) EòlÉ¨ÉÂ +ÎºiÉ?

bhav¡n(puÆlli´ga)/bhavati (str¢li´ga) katham asti?
w

I am fine thank you

+½þ¨ÉÂ EÖò¶É±É: +Îº¨É ,vÉxªÉ´ÉÉnùÉ:({ÉÖÏÆ ±±ÉMÉ) +½þ¨ÉÂ EÖò¶É±ÉÉ
+Îº¨É
vÉxªÉ´ÉÉnùÉ:(ºjÉÒË±ÉMÉ) *

aham ku¿ala: asmi ,dhanyav¡d¡:(puÆlli´ga) aham
ku¿al¡ asmi ,dhanyav¡d¡:(str¢li´ga)
w

Sorry

IÉ¨ªÉiÉÉ¨ÉÂ*

kÀamyat¡m
WEATHER
w It is cold

¶ÉèiªÉÆ ´ÉiÉÇiÉä*

¿aityaÆ vartat®
w

It is cool outside

¤ÉÊ½þ: ¶ÉÒiÉÆ +ÎºiÉ

bahi: ¿¢taÆ asti

w

It is hot

=¹hÉÆ +ÎºiÉ*

w

uÀ¸aÆ asti
w

w

varÀati
GENERAL
w What is your name?

w

w

mama n¡ma raµjana: asti / mama abhidh¡nam
raµjana: asti
w

w

w

w

How old are you?

w

I like Bengali sweets

¨ÉÁ¨ÉÂ ´ÉRÂóMÉÊ¨É¹]õÉzÉÆ ®úÉSä ÉiÉä*

mahyam va´gamiÀ¶¡nnaÆ r°cat®
w

I love Birds

¨ÉÁ¨ÉÂ JÉMÉÉ: ®úÉSä ÉxiÉä*

mahyam khag¡: r°cant®

EÞò{ÉªÉÉ ªÉnùÉ ºÉ: ÊxÉ´ªÉÇºiÉÉä ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉÊiÉ iÉnùÉ iÉÆ ¨ÉªÉÉ ºÉ½þ
ºÉÆ¦ÉÉ¹ÉÊªÉiÉÖ¨ÉÂ EòlÉªÉ

How much will it cost?

+ºªÉ EòÊiÉ ¨ÉÚ±ªÉÆ ´ÉiÉÇiÉä?
Excuse me

IÉ¨ÉÉÆ Eò®úÉiä ÉÖ*

From which Platform can I get the train for
Chandigarh

kasmin gaman¡gamanasthal® aham
ca¸a·¢ga·haÆ gantuÆ r®lay¡naÆ pr¡ptuÆ
¿akn°mi?
w

s¡ sundar¡ asti
w

Please tell him to call back as soon as he is free.

EòÎº¨ÉxÉÂ MÉ¨ÉxÉÉMÉ¨ÉxÉºlÉ±Éä +½þ¨ÉÂ SÉhÉb÷ÒMÉfÆø MÉxiÉÖÆ ®äú±ÉªÉÉxÉÆ |ÉÉ{iÉÖÆ
¶ÉCxÉÉäÊ¨É?

iÉnÂù ¦É´ÉxÉ¨ÉÂ =zÉiÉÆ +ÎºiÉ *
ºÉÉ ºÉÖxnù®úÉ +ÎºiÉ *

ÊEò¨ÉÂ ¸ÉÒ¨ÉÉxÉÂ ®úPÉÖxÉÉlÉ: iÉjÉ ºÉÎxiÉ?

kÀam¡Æ kar°tu

That building is tall

She is beautiful

Is Mr. Raghunath there?

asya kati m£lyaÆ vartat®?

tad bhavanam unnataÆ asti
w

EòÊiÉ ´Éä±ÉÉ ¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉÊiÉ ´ÉÉªÉÖªÉÉxÉ-=bÂ÷b÷ªÉxÉEäòxpÆù MÉxiÉÖÆ <iÉ:?

k¤pay¡ yad¡ sa: nirvyast° bhaviÀyati tad¡ taÆ
may¡ saha sambh¡Àayitum kathaya

+½þ¨ÉÂ PÉh]õÉPÉ®Æú ÊxÉEò¹ÉÉ/ºÉ¨ÉªÉÉ ´ÉºÉÉÊ¨É*

bhavata:(puÆlli´ga) / bhavaty¡:(str¢li´ga) kati ¡yu:
vartat®?
w

w

I live near Ghantaghar

¦É´ÉiÉ:({ÉÖÏÆ ±±ÉMÉ) / ¦É´ÉiªÉÉ:(ºjÉÒË±ÉMÉ) EòÊiÉ
+ÉªÉÖ: ´ÉiÉÇiÉä?

How long will it take to reach the Airport?

kim ¿r¢m¡n raghun¡tha: tatra santi?

¦É´ÉÉxÉÂ({ÉÖÏÆ ±±ÉMÉ)/¦É´ÉÊiÉ (ºjÉÒË±ÉMÉ) EÖòjÉ ´ÉºÉÊºÉ?

aham gha¸¶¡gharaÆ nikaÀ¡/samay¡ vas¡mi
w

w

Where do you live?

bhav¡n(puÆlli´ga)/bhavati (str¢li´ga) kutra vasasi?

EòÊiÉ nÚù®úÆ ¤ÉºÉªÉÉxÉ-+ÎxiÉ¨ÉºlÉ±ÉÆ <iÉ:?

kati v®l¡ bhaviÀyati v¡yuy¡na-u··ayanak®ndraÆ
gantuÆ ita:?

My name is Ranjan

¨É¨É xÉÉ¨É ®ú\VÉxÉ: +ÎºiÉ / ¨É¨É +Ê¦ÉvÉÉxÉ¨ÉÂ ®ú\VÉxÉ: +ÎºiÉ*

How far is the Bus terminal from here?
kati d£raÆ basay¡na-antimasthalaÆ ita:?

¦É´ÉiÉ:({ÉÖÏÆ ±±ÉMÉ) / ¦É´ÉiªÉÉ:(ºjÉÒË±ÉMÉ) xÉÉ¨É ÊEò¨ÉÂ ?
¦É´ÉiÉ:({ÉÖÏÆ ±±ÉMÉ) /¦É´ÉiªÉÉ:(ºjÉÒË±ÉMÉ)+Ê¦ÉvÉÉxÉ¨ÉÂ ÊEò¨ÉÂ?

bhavata:(puÆlli´ga)/ bhavaty¡:(str¢li´ga) n¡ma kim
bhavata::(puÆlli´ga) /
bhavaty¡:(str¢li´ga)abhidh¡nam kim?

vÉÚ¨É¶ÉEòÊ]õEòÉÊxÉ±ÉªÉÆ / ±ÉÉè½þ{ÉnùÊxÉ±ÉªÉÆ EÖòjÉ ´ÉiÉÇiÉä?

dh£ma¿aka¶ik¡nilayaÆ / lauhapadanilayaÆ kutra
vartat®?

It is raining

´É¹ÉÇÊiÉ*

Where is Railway station?

Does this train stop at Aligarh

ÊEò¨ÉäiÉiÉÂ ®äú±ÉªÉÉxÉ¨ÉÂ +±ÉÒMÉfäø +´ÉºlÉÉ{ÉªÉÊiÉ?

kim®tat r®lay¡nam al¢ga·h® avasth¡payati?
w

How many kids do you have?

EòÊiÉ {ÉÖjÉÉ:/ ºÉÖiÉÉ: ¸ÉÒ¨ÉiÉÉ¨ÉÂ ({ÉÖÏÆ ±±ÉMÉ)/¸ÉÒ¨ÉiÉÒxÉÉ¨ÉÂ
(ºjÉÒË±ÉMÉ)?

kati putr¡:/ sut¡: ¿r¢mat¡m (puÆlli´ga)/¿r¢mat¢n¡m
(str¢li´ga)?
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w

This gift is wonderful

BiÉiÉÂ ={É½þÉ®Æú ¶ÉÉä¦ÉxÉ¨ÉÂ +ÎºiÉ*

®tat upah¡raÆ ¿°bhanam asti
w

It is really pretty

BiÉkÉÖ +iÉÒ´É ºÉÖxnù®úÆ +ÎºiÉ*

®tattu at¢va sundaraÆ asti
w

Food is delicious

¦ÉÉäVÉxÉ¨ÉÂ ¤É½Öþ¯ûÊSÉEò®Æú/º´ÉÉÊnù¹]Æõ +ÎºiÉ*

bh°janam bahurucikaraÆ/sv¡diÀ¶aÆ asti
w

Congratulations

+Ê¦ÉxÉxnùxÉÆ / Ênù¹]õ¬É ´ÉvÉÇxÉÆ *

abhinandanaÆ / diÀ¶y¡ vardhanaÆ
w

You look lovely

i´É¨ÉÂ ºÉÖxnù®úÆ / SÉÉ¯û:|ÉiÉÒªÉiÉä*

tvam sundaraÆ/ c¡ru:prat¢yat®
w

Wish you happy new year

xÉÚiÉxÉ ´É¹ÉÉÇÊ¦ÉxÉxnùxÉÆ / xÉ´É´É¹ÉÇºªÉ ¶ÉÖ¦ÉEòÉ¨ÉxÉÉ*

n£tana varÀ¡bhinandanaÆ / navavarÀasya
¿ubhak¡man¡
w

I wish you all the happiness

iÉ´É ºÉ´ÉÇÊ´ÉvÉºÉÉèJªÉÉlÉÈ EòÉ¨ÉªÉÉÊ¨É /EòÉRÂóIÉÉÊ¨É*

tava sarvavidhasaukhy¡rthaÆ k¡may¡mi /
k¡´kÀ¡mi
w

Congratulations on your marriage

Ê´É´ÉÉ½þÉlÉÈ ½þÉÌnùEòÉ: ¶ÉÖ¦ÉEòÉ¨ÉxÉÉ:/ Ê´É´ÉÉ½Æþ ={É±ÉIªÉ +Ê¦ÉxÉxnùxÉÆ*
viv¡h¡rthaÆ h¡rdik¡: ¿ubhak¡man¡:/ viv¡haÆ
upalakÀya abhinandanaÆ

w

Keep your eyes wide open before marriage and
half-shut afterwards

Ê´É´ÉÉ½þÉiÉÂ {ÉÚ´ÉÈ xÉäjÉä +É´ÉÞiÉä EÖò¯û iÉi{É¶SÉÉiÉÂ /iÉnùxÉxiÉ®Æú +vÉÉÇ´ÉÞiÉÆ
EÖò¯û *
viv¡h¡t p£rvaÆ n®tr® ¡v¤t® kuru tatpa¿c¡t /
tadanantaraÆ ardh¡v¤taÆ kuru

(Courtesy : Dr. D.K. Lobiyal,
School of Computer and Systems Sciences, JNU
Ph. 91-11-610 7676-2774
e-mail : lobiyal@hotmail.com)

3.2.1 Hindi Design Guide
Introduction
India is a vast country under the feet of the great
Himalayas in the northern end and is nourished by
huge oceans on the three sides. The southwest side
of India has the border of Arabian Sea whereas
southeast is lulled by the Bay of Bengal and the
southern most part of India i.e. Cape Comorin
(Kanyakumari) is washed by the India ocean. Its area
is 3214 Kms. From north to south and 2933 Kms.
from east to west. It has a land frontier of 15,200
Kms. and a coastline of 7516.5 Kms. It lies to the
north of the equator between 8.4 and 37.6 degrees
north latitude and 68.7 and 97.25 degrees east
latitude. It has six seasons – summer, winter, spring,
Rainy, autumn, Mild cold.
India shares its political borders with Pakistan on
the west, Bangladesh and Myanmar on the east, and
the countries Nepal, China, Tibet and Bhutan in
the north.
India is a multilingual multiethnic and pluricultural
country. It has 28 states and 6 union territories. Its
capital is New Delhi.
Languages in India
As per census of India (1961), 1652 mothertongues
are spoken in India whereas 33 languages are major
language having more than ten lakhs according to
the 1971 census. These languages are written using
10 major script systems and a host of minor ones.
18 languages – Assamese, Oriya, Bengali, Urdu,
Kannada, Kashmiri, Gujrati, Tamil, Telugu, Punjabi,
Marathi, Malayalam, Konkani, Nepali, Manipuri,
Sanskrit, Sindhi and Hindi are the languages
enshrined in the 8th schedule of the constitution of
India.
Hindi written in Devanagari script is the official
language of the Indian Union according to the Article
343 of the constitution of India.
Description of Hindi language
In present India, Hindi functions as a language
having multifaceted domains of use. It performs
various roles & functions in the network of speech
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communications. It is not only the official language
of the Union Government of India and the nine states
– Uttar Pradesh, Uttranchal, Bihar, Jharkhand,
Madhya Pradesh, chhatisgrah, Rajasthan, Haryana,
Himachal Pradesh and the union territories of Delhi
and Andman & Nicobar, but also the powerful
medium of trade & commerce, mass communication
and day to day practical needs of inter-group
interaction it serves throughout India as a language
of wider communication. It is only the language of
India, which like Sanskrit and English functions
beyond its region. It shows that Hindi may have
restricted domains of operation but unlike English
its uses are unlimited in number.
Hindi belongs to Indo-Aryan languages a sub-group
of the Indo-European family. The Indo-Aryan
languages show an uninterrupted chain of
development from 300 BC to the present day which
is broadly classified into three major periods – Old
Indo Aryan (OIA), Middle Indo-Aryan (MIA) and
New Indo-Aryan (NIA) – commonly known as the
period of Sanskrit, Prakrit/Apabhramsa and Bhakha
respectively. Hindi was the dialect of midland, which
from OIA period through MIA stage culminated
into the group of dialects belonging to western Hindi
including Braja, Bundeli, Khariboli Bangaru. The
linguistic matrix of Hindi is an outgrowth of
Kaurawi, a subgroup of western Hindi having
Khariboli and Bangaru therein.
History of Hindi language
Hindi was initially used for the inhabitants of India,
mostly of Northern India or Madhyadesha and
Hindawi or Hindooi was the word commonly used
for the major languages of this territory. When
dialects of Bhakha period (NIA) were evolving their
norms of usage and standard variant for literary
pursuits, Northern India was constantly facing the
pressure from foreign invasion, particularly Mughal
invasions and their settlement in India. This has
created a complex situation. Whereas the invaders
had Turkish as their mothertongue, Arabic language
of religion and persian a language of official
transaction and literary activities but in Madhyadesha
literary creativity was pursued in their regional
language – primarily in Brajbhasha and secondarily

in Awadhi, Dingal and Maithali. The Khariboli,
which was neither used in official transaction nor
for the standardized usage in creative pursuits, was
serving as a language of wider communication. The
official status was assigned to it for the first time in
Golkunda (present Hyderabad and Bijapur in
Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka respectively) by the
Muslim rulers and the sufi saints of southern India
used it for literary pursuits. Therefore, the zaban-eHind (language of India) was named as Dakkhini.
Some of the scholars opined that Hindi as a
vernacular is outcomes of inter mixture of two
cultures or languages – the native and the Muslims.
This mixed language was used not in the stabilized
term in the royal camps and was called zaban-i-urdue-mualla (language of camp) which was later called
urdu or Rekhta. It is to be noted that in the royal
courts, the broad-based element of bhakha from
Hindawi was consciously replaced by foreign loan
words and expression of persian origin. Urdu as
language or style was used to designate this variant
of Hindi, which was non-Indian in spirit alien in
literary norms and style and was, restricted to the
official transactions by the elite class. It is worth
mentioned that the word Urdu was not heard till
18th century though Muslim invaders got settled in India
atleast 500 years before the word Urdu was used.
By the time Britishers settled as rulers of India, there
was a deep gap between the two forms of verbal
expressions – Hindustani and Urdu. That is why,
Gilchrist described three distinct varities (1) High
court or persian style (2) the genuine (or middle)
style and (3) the Hindawi (or vulgar) style.
Mahatma Gandhi realized that English rulers are
politicising the language problem and giving
communal touch to the Hindi-Urdu dichotomy. He
put forward the composite concept of lingua franca
and after accepting Hindustani as a common
invariant of the colloquial usage characterized Hindi
as Hindustani written in Devanagari script and Urdu
in Perso-Arabic alphabets. There have been different
kinds of forces at different historical points, which
helped enlarging the gulf vernacular. The intellectuals
and the creative writers began to reshape the language
with chaste and pure lexicon and expressive devices
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from Sanskrit language. Thus, Hindi and Urdu have
been identified as two distinct languages and Hindi
has different roles in the present India i.e. Pan-Indian
language (contact language), official language,
literary language etc.
Population using the Hindi language
As per data of census report of 1991, Hindi-Urdu
together claim 44.98 percent of the entire population
as native speakers (Year Book 2001). In other states
and union territories of India, 50% population used
Hindi-Urdu as mother tongue. For example,
Maharastra (15.09%), Karnataka (11.93%), Andhra
Pradesh (11.13%), West Bengal (8.72%), Punjab
(7.29%), Goa (7.13%) and Andman Nicobar
(17.63%) are worth mentioned.
A large number of Hindi speaking population is
found in Fiji, Surinam, Guinea, Trinidad & Tobago
as well as in Mauritius where the Indian origin people
are settled for the last two hundred years. The other
European and African countries as well as the
countries like America have also good population
speaking Hindi-Urdu speakers. According to their
census report, USA (26,253), Germany (24,500),
New Zealand (11,200), South Africa (890,292),
Yemen (232,760), Uganda (147,000) Singapore
(5,000), Bangladesh (346,000) are worth mentioned.
Technical Characteristics
Hindi Alphabet Characteristics
The Hindi language, in common with Marathi,
Konkani, Nepali, Sindhi and many other north
Indian dialects, is written in the Devanagari script
which is also the accepted All-India script for
Sanskrit.
The alphabets consist of 11+1 = 12 vowels and 35
consonants, as given below:
(a) Vowels ¼Loj½
+ +É < <Ç =

@ñ

B

Bä

+Éä

+Éè +Éì

£

¥

e

®

o

au

a

¡

(i)

+Éì (¡£) indicates English O in words like office
(+ÉìÊ¡òºÉ), Coffee (EòÉì¡òÒ), Sauce (ºÉÉìºÉ) etc.

i

¢

>ð

u

¡£

(ii) The vowel @ñ occurs only in Sanskrit words
borrowed into Hindi. In Hindi @ñ is pronounced
as ‘r + i = ri’ whereas it is pronounced as ‘r + u =
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ru’ in some south Indian languages.
(iii) #Æ (anusw¡ra) and #& (visarg) are often included
in the list of vowel letter and are usually written
as +Æ and +&, but so as Hindi is concerned, they
are mostly used with consonant.
(iv) For all practical purposes, + - +É, <-<Ç and =->ð
may be regarded as pairs of short and long
vowels. B-Bä and +Éä-+Éè are all long vowels.
Dependent Vowel Signs (M¡tr¡s)
To indicate a vowel sound other than the implicit
one, a vowel sign (m¡tr¡) is attached to the consonant.
Thus, there are equivalent m¡tr¡s for all the vowels.
Explicit appearance of a m¡tr¡ in a syllable overrides
the inherent vowel. These m¡tr¡s can exist alone
below, to the right or to the left of the consonant to
which it is applied to. The ‘m¡tr¡s’ mostly come after
the consonant letters as below:+É ⇒ É, < ⇒ Ê , <Ç ⇒ Ò, = ⇒ ,Ö >ð ⇒ Ú
@ñ ⇒ ,Þ B ⇒ ,ä Bä ⇒ ,è +Éä ⇒ Éä, +Éè ⇒ Éè

+ (a) has no m¡tr¡. The m¡tr¡s É (+É ), Ò (<),Éä (+Éä), Éè
(+Éè )are written after the consonant whereas Ê (<) is
written before, Ö (=), Ú (>ð) and Þ (@ñ )are written
below and ä (B) and è (Bä ) are written above. Thus
EÂò + +É = EòÉ
EÂò + @ñ = EÞò
EÂò + < = ÊEò
EÂò + B = Eäò
EÂò + <Ç = EòÒ
EÂò + Bä = Eèò
EÂò + = = EÖò
EÂò + +Éä = EòÉä
EÂò + >ð = EÚò
EÂò + +Éè = EòÉè
With ®Âú (r) = and >ð m¡tr¡s are written in an
exceptional form i.e. ®Âú + = = ¯û and ®Âú + >ð = °ü
It may be noted that the m¡tr¡ is tagged on to the
consonant letter and is never written in full. Thus,
EÂò + < (k + i) will not be written as Eò< but as ÊEò, EÂò
+ = = EÖò is the correct form of m¡tr¡ and not Eò=. In
Eò< (kai) and Eò= (kau) forms, < and = are vowel in
full form, not the m¡tr¡s.
(b) Consonant Letters ¼O;atu½
Eò (ka) JÉ (kha) MÉ (ga)
SÉ (ca) Uô (cha)
VÉ (ja)
]õ (¶a) B (¶ha)
b÷ (·a)
iÉ (ta) lÉ (tha)
nù (da)
{É (pa) ¡ò (pha) ¤É (ba)
ªÉ (ya) ®ú (ra)
±É (la)

PÉ (gha)
ZÉ (jha)
fø (·ha)
vÉ (dha)
¦É (bha)

´É (va)

Ró (´a)
\É (µa)
hÉ (¸a)
xÉ (na)
¨É (ma)
¶É (sha)

¹É (Àa)

ºÉ (sa)

½þ (ha)

c÷ (¤a)

gø (¤ha)

The following points are to be noted :
(i) + (a) is a inherent in each consonant letter.
(ii) ¹É (Àa) occurs only in Sanskrit words borrowed
into Hindi.
(iii) Ró (´a), \É (µa), c÷ (¤a) and gø (¤ha) never occur
in the beginning of the word; Ró and \É and never
occur independently themselves. They are
always combined with a following consonant.
The first twenty-five consonants i.e. (ka) to (ma)
are divided into five categories (Varga):
ka category (Eò ´ÉMÉÇ) - Eò JÉ MÉ PÉ Ró
ca category (SÉ ´ÉMÉÇ) - SÉ Uô VÉ ZÉ \É
¶a category (]õ ´ÉMÉÇ) - ] B b÷ fø hÉ
ta category (iÉ ´ÉMÉÇ) - iÉ lÉ nù vÉ xÉ
pa category ({É ´ÉMÉÇ) - {É ¡ò ¤É ¦É ¨É
The fifth letters of each category, Ró, \É, hÉ, xÉ, and ¨É
are nasals.
Rest of the consonants can be placed in an unmarked
category.
Consonant Conjuncts
The device of conjoining consonant letters was used
in writing Sanskrit to indicate the pronunciation of
consonants without an intervening inherent a.
Traditional conjunct consonant letters are IÉ (ksha),
YÉ (jna), jÉ (tra), ¸É (shra) and t (dya). It is to be
noted that in Hindi YÉ is pronounced as MªÉ (gya).
Traditional conjunct consonant letters are very
common in Sanskrit loanwords.
The common conjuncts are listed as given below:
CEò (kka), CJÉ (kkha), CiÉ (kta), CªÉ (kya), C±É (kla),
C´É (kva), JªÉ (khya), Mnù (gda), SSÉ (cca), hBö (¸¶ha),
hªÉ (¸ya), kÉ (tta), k´É (ttva), ilÉ (ttha), xxÉ (nna), x¨É
(nma), xªÉ (nya), {iÉ (pta), {ªÉ (pya), |É (pra), ¤VÉ (bja),
¤nù (bda), ¤¤É (bba), ¨¨É (mma), ¨ªÉ (mya), ªªÉ (yya), ±½þ
(lha), ´ªÉ (vya), ¶Eò (shka), ¹Eò (Àka), ¹]õ (Àta), ¹hÉ
(Àna), ]Âõ]õ (¶¶a), bÂ÷b÷ (··a), qù or nÂùnù (dda), rù or nÂùvÉ
(ddha), uù or nÂù´É (dva), ¼xÉ or ½ÂþxÉ (hna), À or ½ÂþÃ¨É
(hma), ¿ (hra), ¼±É (hla), ¼´É (hva).
It is to be noted that conjuncts involving initial r are
written with a special superscript form for 'r': Thus
®Âú + Eò = EÇò (rka), ®Âú + ¨É = ¨ÉÇ (rma), ®Âú + ¹É = ¹ÉÇ (rÀa) etc.

written at the end of its syllable such as ®Âú + ¹É + É =
¹ÉÉÇ (rÀha), ®Âú + lÉ + Ò = lÉÔ (rth¢), ®Âú + ªÉ + Éä = ªÉÉæ (ryo).
But when ‘®ú’ (r) follows a consonant letter having
vertical stroke below and to the left of the stroke: EÂò
+ ®ú = Gò (kra), ¨ÉÂ + ®ú = ©É (mra), nÂù + ®ú = pù (dra).
When preceeded by ]õ, B, b÷, fø and Uô it is written as
given:
]Âõ + ®ú ]Åõ (¶ra), bÂ÷ + ®ú b÷Å (·ra).
Halant #Âú
The Halant is the vowel + (a) omission sign. It serves
to cancel the inherent vowel of the consonant to
which it is applied. When the simple consonant
without the inherent ‘+’ is specifically be expressed,
(a sign right slanting stroke) called Hal or Halant, is
put below the letter. But it should be noted that
halant specifically is not used below the consonant
letters having vertical stroke. In these letters, only
vertical stroke is removed. E.g. JÉ ⇒ J , MÉ ⇒ M ,
SÉ ⇒ S , iÉ ⇒ i , {É ⇒ { , ±É ⇒ ±. Even the vertical
stroke in between the consonant letters like Eò and ¡ò
are not removed, only a part of the right portion of
the letter is removed. E.g. E ⇒ C, ¡ò ⇒ }
Halant is used on those consonant letters, which have
no vertical stroke in them. E.g. UÂô (ch), ]Âô (¶), B (¶h),
fÂø (·h), nÂù (d), ®Âú (r), ½Âþ (h). When the inherent +
occuring at the end of the some of the words is silent,
such as +lÉÉÇiÉÂ (arth¡t), {ÉÊ®ú¹ÉnùÂ (pariÀhad), halant can
be used below the consonant.
Nukt¡ #Ã
A subscript dot (nukt¡) is sometimes used with
certain Devanag¡ri letters to denote sounds of nonIndian origin in loan words. Fine of the consonant
letters in Devan¡gari with nukt¡s (diacritic mark)
represents some of persian, Arabic and English
sounds. This usage in common, but not obligatory,
the more so since the great majority of Hindi speakers
tend to replace these sounds with sounds of Indian
origin. E.g. Fò (qa), KÉ (xa), NÉ (Ga), WÉ (za), ¢ò (fa).
In the letters Fò (qa), KÉ (xa), NÉ (Ga), nukta or dot is
not mostly used as majority of Hindi speakers replace
them with Eò (ka), JÉ(kha) and MÉ (ga).
Anusw¡ra #Æ
Anusw¡ra indicates a nasal sound. It is a ‘homorganic’
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nasal representing Ró, \É, hÉ, xÉÂ, and ¨ÉÂ belonging to
any of the five ka, ca, ¶a, ta and pa categories. When
the nasal consonant precedes the consonant of the
same category, it will be taken as anusw¡ra. For
example,
+RÂóEò = +ÆEò (aNk) ¨É\SÉ = ¨ÉÆSÉ (maNc), ¨Éhb÷xÉ =
¨ÉÆb÷xÉ (maN·an), Ê½þxnùÒ = Ë½þnùÒ (hiNd¢) ±É¨¤ÉÉ = ±ÉÆ¤ÉÉ
(laNb¡). Here ‘N’ is the sign of anusw¡ra. It is to be
noted that in Sanskrit anusw¡ra #Æ is not usually used
as a homorganic nasal for nasal consonants RÂó, \ÉÂ, hÉÂ,
xÉÂ, ¨ÉÂ. These nasal consonants are used themselves.
It is to be mentioned that before ªÉ (ya), ´É (va), ®ú
(ra), ±É (la), ¶É (sha), ºÉ (sa), anuswara (#Æ) is used
preceding them. Such as ºÉÆªÉ¨É (samyam), ºÉÆ´ÉÉnù
(samv¡d), ºÉÆ®úIÉhÉ (samraksha¸), ºÉÆ±ÉÉ{É (saml¡p), ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú
(samsar). Here ‘ºÉÆ’ represents prefix ºÉ¨É. But in
reduplicated form of the nasal letters such as +xxÉ
(anna), ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ (samm¡n), iÉÖ¨½þÉ®úÉ (tumh¡ra), anusw¡ra
is not used. Similarly in ªÉ (ya) ´É (va) and ½þ (ha),
anusw¡ra is not used and the nasal letter will come
in its original form. E.g. +xªÉ (annya), ºÉÉ¨ªÉ (s¡mmya),
ºÉ¨x´ÉªÉ (samanvay) and EòÉx½þÉ (k¡nh¡).
Anun¡sik #Ä
The superscript sign ‘chandrabindu’ (#Ä) represents
anun¡sik sound. It is placed above a vowel denoting
vowel nasality through the nose. E.g.

½þÉÄ - +ÉÄJÉ
½ÚÄþ - {ÉÚÄUô

when a consonant has a vowel sign i.e. m¡tr¡ above
its headline, the chandrabindu (#Ä) will be used as
‘anusw¡ra’ although this anusw¡ra represents anun¡sik
sound i.e. chandrabindu. E.g. ËºÉSÉÉ<Ç, JÉÓSÉxÉÉ, ¦Éå]õ,

¦ÉéºÉ, {ÉÉåUôxÉÉ, ®úÉné ùxÉÉ *

Visarga #&
The sign (#&) called visarga is written in a linear way.
It has the sound of a voiced g (ha) in Hindi. It
occurs almost exclusively in Sanskrit words borrowed
into Hindi. E.g.
+iÉ& (atah), |ÉÉªÉ& (pr¡yah), ºÉÉ¨ÉÉxªÉiÉ& (s¡m¡nyatah)
Numerals
In Devanagari, numerals are used as

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
But at All India level, Roman numerals are used :
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0 1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

also marks SÉÉèlÉÉ (1/4) chauth¡, +ÉvÉÉ ¡dh¡ (1/2), {ÉÉèxÉÉ
paun¡ (3/4), ºÉ´ÉÉ sav¡ (1¼), bä÷gø ·e¤h (1½), and føÉ<Ç
·h¡i (2½).
Punctuation Marks (Vir¡ma)
In Hindi, Sentences are concluded with the vertical
mark (*) called p£rn vir¡ma or dand¡.
The vertical stroke is also used for marking the end
of the first hemistich i.e. half verse. For marking the
end of the verse itself two vertical strokes called d¢rgh
vir¡m may be used. E.g.

{ÉÉälÉÒ {Égø {Égø VÉMÉ ¨ÉÖ+É {ÉÆÊb÷iÉ ¦ÉªÉÉ xÉ EòÉäªÉ *
føÉÃ <Ç +ÉJÉ®ú |Éä¨É EòÉ {Égäø ºÉÉä {ÉÆÊb÷iÉ ½þÉªä É **
Some modern writers in Hindi prefer to use the
English punctuation mark full stop to the vertical
stroke.
The rest of the punctuation marks, viz. Comma [,]
(alpvir¡m), semi colon [;] (ardh vir¡m), colon [:] (vir¡m
cinha), hyphen [-] (yojak), dash [-] (nirdeshak),
single and double inverted commas [‘ ’ and “ ” ]
(uddharan cinha), question mark [?] (prashna s£cak),
bracket [( )] (koÀ¶ak) etc. have been borrowed from
English. However, the colon [:] is usually avoided,
lest it should be confused with the ‘Visarga’ sign.
Ancient Signs
$ (Om), g (Swasti), Jh (shr¢) are mostly used in
Hindi also as in Sanskrit.
Avagraha ·
It is primarily used in Sanskrit text. It creates an extra
stress on the preceding vowel.
Character Set Consideration
• Hindi Characteristics
Devanagari script is syllabic and is written from left
to right. The characters of the script are given below
in their traditional order called ‘Varnmala’
accompanied by Roman characters.
Vowels
Syllabic form:
+ +É < <Ç
a

¡

i

¢

=

>ð

@ñ

B

Bä

+Éä

+Éè +Éì

u

£

¥

e

®

o

au

Intra-Syllabic form:

¡£

#Â É, Ê , Ò, Ö , Ú , Þ , ä ,

è , Éä , Éè #Éì

Consonants
Voiceless/
unasp.
Eò (ka)
SÉ (ca)
]õ (¶a)
iÉ (ta)
{É (pa)
ªÉ (ya)
¹É (Àa)

Voiceless/
asp.
JÉ (kha)
Uô (cha)
B (¶ha)
lÉ (tha)
¡ò (pha)
®ú (ra)
ºÉ (sa)

Voiced/
unasp
MÉ (ga)
VÉ (ja)
b÷ (·a)
nù (da)
¤É (ba)
±É (la)
½þ (ha)

voiced/
asp.
PÉ (gha)
ZÉ (jha)
fø (·ha)
vÉ (dha)
¦É (bha)
´É (va)
c÷ (¤a)

Nasal
Ró (´a)
\É (µa)
hÉ (¸a)
xÉ (na)
¨É (ma)
¶É (¿a)
gø (¤ha)

• Formats of Units
Calendar
The era prevalent in the Hindi speaking area is
‘Vikram Samvat’ started by the king Vikram. It
differs from the christian era by +57 years. The new
year of Indian Calendar begins on the 16th day of
month Ch®tra ‘SÉèjÉ’ (mostly in the month of March
of christian year).
The twelve months of the Vikram Samvat are named
in Hindi: (Sanskrit months are given in the bracket)
SÉèiÉ ch®t (SÉèjÉ), ¤Éè¶ÉÉJÉ b®À¡kh (´Éè¶ÉÉJÉ), VÉäB je¶h, (VªÉä¹Bö),
+¹ÉÉgø aÀ¡¤h (+É¹ÉÉgø), ºÉÉ´ÉxÉ S¡wa¸ (¸ÉÉ´ÉhÉ), ¦ÉÉnùÉå Bh¡do
(¦ÉÉpù{Énù), C´ÉÉ®ú Kw¡r (+ÉÎ¶´ÉxÉ), EòÉÊiÉEò Katik (EòÉÌiÉEò),
+MÉ½þxÉ agahan (+OÉ½þÉªÉxÉ or ¨ÉÉMÉÇ¶ÉÒ¹ÉÇ), {ÉÚºÉ p£s ({ÉÉè¹É),
¨ÉÉPÉ m¡gh (¨ÉÉPÉ), ¡òÉMÉÖxÉ ph¡gun (¡òÉ±MÉÖxÉ)
Week Days
Seven days of the week are named as follows:
®úÊ´É´ÉÉ®ú (<iÉ´ÉÉ®ú)
Raviv¡r/Itv¡r
(Sunday)
ºÉÉä¨É´ÉÉ®
Somv¡r
(Monday)
¨ÉÆMÉ±É´ÉÉ®ú
Mangalv¡r
(Tuesday)

¤ÉÖvÉ´ÉÉ®ú

MÉÖ°ü´ÉÉ® (¤ÉÞ½þº{ÉÊiÉ´ÉÉ®ú)
¶ÉÖGò´ÉÉ®ú
¶ÉÊxÉ´ÉÉ®ú (¶ÉxÉÒSÉ®ú)

Budhv¡r
Gur£v¡r/B¤ihspativ¡r
(áhukrav¡r)
áhaniv¡r/áhanic¡r

(Wednesday)
(Thursday)
(Friday)
(Saturday)

Dates
The dates of the month in Indian calendar are divided
into two parts i.e. paksh (fortnights), Krishna paksh
and Shukla paksh. If the dates completes on 15th
day i.e. Am¡vasya it Krishna paksh and then the same
dates are started in the Shukla paksh which ends on
purnim¡. Here are the dates given below:

|ÉÊiÉ{ÉnùÉ (|ÉlÉ¨ÉÉ)

Pratipad¡/Prathm¡ (1)

ÊuùÊiÉªÉÉ
iÉÞiÉÒªÉÉ
SÉiÉÖlÉÔ
{ÉÆSÉ¨ÉÒ
¹É¹BöÒ
ºÉ{iÉ¨ÉÒ
+¹]õ¨ÉÒ
xÉÉè¨ÉÒ (xÉ´É¨ÉÒ)
nù¶É¨ÉÒ
BEòÉnù¶ÉÒ
uùÉnù¶ÉÒ
jªÉÉänù¶ÉÒ
SÉÉènù¶É
+¨ÉÉ´ÉºªÉÉ

dvitiy¡ (2)
t¤it¢ya (3)
caturth¢ (4)
pancm¢ (5)
ÀaÀ¶h¢ (6)
saptam¢ (7)
aÀ¶m¢ (8)
naum¢/Navm¢ (9)
da¿hm¢ (10)
ekad¡¿h¢ (11)
dv¡da¿h¢ (12)
trioda¿h¢ (13)
cauda¿h (14)
am¡vasy¡ (15)

Therefore ‘am¡vasy¡’ and ‘p£rnim¡’ have the same
fourteen dates prior to them and pratipad¡ is the
starting point and am¡vasy¡ belongs to Krishna
paksh and p£rnim¡ belongs to the Shukla paksh.
Time
Time in Indian context in {É½þ®ú (pahar), PÉc÷Ò (gha¤¢),
{É±É (pal) and +IÉ®ú (akshar).
A {É½þ®ú (pahar) (in Sanskrit it is called ‘|É½þ®ú’) is 1/8 of
day and night i.e. 3 hours.
A ‘PÉc÷Ò’ (gha¤¢) is 1/60 of day and night i.e. 24
minutes.
A ‘PÉc÷Ò’ (gha¤¢) is divided into 60 parts which are
called iy
A ‘iy’ is divided into 60 parts which are called +IÉ®ú
(akshar).
These time points can be explained as under:
+IÉ®úÃ = 24/60
(=2/5 Seconds)
{É±É = 60 +IÉ®ú
(=24 Seconds)
PÉc÷Ò = 60 {É±É
( = 24 minutes)
{É½þ®ú = 7.5 PÉc÷Ò
(= 3 hours)
day + night = 60 PÉc÷Ò
(= 24 hours and 8 {É½þ®ú)
Currency
The principal unit of currency is the rupee (¯{ÉªÉÉ). A
rupee has a hundred p®s¡. Metallic coins are one
p®s¡, 2 p®s¡, 3 p®s¡, 5 p®s¡, 10 p®s¡, 20 p®s¡(now
non-current), 25 p®s¡, 50 p®s¡, one rupee, two
rupees, five rupees. Currency notes are for one rupee,
two rupees, five rupees (now non-current), ten rupees
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twenty rupees, fifty rupees, one hundred rupees, five
hundred rupees and one thousand rupees.
Previously, rupee had 16 ¡n¡, athani has eight ¡n¡,
chavanni had four ¡n¡, takka was half ¡n¡, p®s¡
was one-fourth ¡n¡ and dhela was half p®s¡. Now
this type of currency is not prevalent.
Weight and Measures
(a) The unit of weight is ‘ ºÉä®ú’ (ser) which is divided
into sixteen parts called ‘Uô]õÉEÆ ò’ (chat¡Nk). It can be
described as following.
4 Uô]õÉEÆ ò
=
1 {ÉÉ´É (quarter)
8 Uô]õÉEÆ ò
=
+ÉvÉÉ ºÉä®ú (half ser)
16 Uô]õÉEÆ ò
=
1 ºÉä®ú (ser)
40 ºÉä®ú
=
1 ¨ÉxÉ (maund)
(b)For weighing gold, silver etc. as well as medicines,
the following weights are used:
8 JÉºÉJÉºÉ
=
1 SÉÉ´É±É (c¡val)
=
1 ®úkÉÒ (Ratt¢)
8 SÉÉ´É±É
8 ®úkÉÒ
=
1 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ (m¡sh¡)
12 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ
=
1 iÉÉä±ÉÉ (tol¡)
5 iÉÉä±ÉÉ
=
1 Uô]õÉEÆ ò (chat¡Nk)
(c)The unit for linear measurement is MÉVÉ (yard) as
shown below:
12 <ÆSÉ
=
1 ¡Öò]õ (feet)
3 ¡Öò]õ
=
1 MÉVÉ (yard)
220 MÉVÉ
=
1 Qyk±x (Furlog)
8 Qyk±x
=
1 ¨ÉÒ±É (mile)
1 ¤ÉÉÊ±É¶iÉ
=
1 +ÉvÉÉ ½þÉlÉ (half hand)
1 ½þÉlÉ
=
+ÉvÉÉ MÉVÉ (half yard)
1 MÉVÉ
=
16 ÊMÉ®ú½þ
(Note: one balisht is of length of 9 inches)
(d)Land areas are measured in the following way:
(a)
144 ´ÉMÉÇ <ÆSÉ(inch)
9 ´ÉMÉÇ ¡Öò]õ(Foot)
4840 ´ÉMÉÇ MÉVÉ
(b)
20 Ê¤ÉºÉ´ÉÉÆºÉÒ (bisw¡Ns¢)
20 Ê¤ÉºÉ´ÉÉ
31/4 ¤ÉÒPÉÉ
14,400 ´ÉMÉÇ ¡Öò]

= 1 ´ÉMÉÇ ¡Öò]õ (Square foot)
= 1 ´ÉMÉÇ MÉVÉ (Square yard)
= 1 BEòc÷ (acre)
=
=
=
=

1 Ê¤ÉºÉ´ÉÉ (bisw¡)
1 ¤ÉÒPÉÉ (b¢gh¡)
1 BEòc÷ (Acre)
1 ¤ÉÒPÉÉ

At present, India uses new metric system in weights
and measurement. The descriptions are given here.
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(a) For measuring Solid things:
1 OÉÉ¨É
= about 15.48 OÉäxÉ (grain)
or 1 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ (m¡sh¡)
1000 OÉÉ¨É
= 1 ÊEò±ÉÉäOÉÉ¨É (Kg)
100 ÊEò±ÉÉäOÉÉ¨É
= 1 ÏC´É]õ±É (quintal)
(b) For measuring liquid,
1 MÉä±ÉxÉ
= about 4.5 Ê±É]õ®ú (Litres)
1 Ê±É]õ®ú
= 1.75 Ë{É]õ (pint)
1000 Ê±É]õ®ú
= 1 ÊEò±ÉÉäÊ±É]õ®ú (Kilolitre)
(c) For measuring areas etc.
=
(i) 100 ºÉå]õÒ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú
1000 ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú
=
8 ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®ú
=
1 ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú
=

1 ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú (meter)
1 ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®ú (Kilometer)
5 ¨ÉÒ±É (mile)
about 39.4 <ÆSÉ (inches)

(ii) 1 ½äþC]äõªÉ® (Hectare) = more than 2 BEòc÷
100 ½äþC]äõªÉ®
= 1 ´ÉMÉÇ ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®ú
(Sq. Kms)
Abbreviation names

¦ÉÉ. VÉ. {ÉÉ
<ÆEòÉ
=. |É.
+ÉÆ. |É.
¨É. |É.
®úÉ. EÖò. ¶É¨ÉÉÇ
ªÉÚ. Eäò.
ªÉÚ. BºÉ. B.
B¨É. B.
¤ÉÒ. B.
b÷Éì.

¦ÉÉ®úiÉÒªÉ VÉxÉiÉÉ {ÉÉ]õÔ
<Îxnù®úÉ EòÉÆOÉäºÉ
=kÉ®ú|Énäù¶É
+ÉÆwÉ|Énäù¶É
¨ÉvªÉ|Énäù¶É
®úÉ¨ÉEÖò¨ÉÉ®ú ¶É¨ÉÉÇ
ªÉÖxÉÉ<]äõb÷ ËEòMÉb÷¨É
ªÉÖxÉÉ<]äõb÷ º]äõ]õÂºÉ +Éì¡ò +¨ÉäÊ®úEòÉ
¨ÉÉº]õºÉÇ +Éì¡ò +É]ÇõºÉ
¤ÉèSÉ±É®ú +Éì¡ò +É]ÇõºÉ
b÷ÉC]õ®ú

Eras
In Indian mythology, there are four eras (ªÉÖMÉ) given as
ºÉiÉ ªÉÖMÉ (satyug)
jÉäiÉÉ ªÉÖMÉ (tret¡yug)
uùÉ{É®ú ªÉÖMÉ (dw¡paryug)
EòÊ±ÉªÉÖMÉ (Kaliyug)
AM/PM markers

|É¦ÉÉiÉ ({ÉÚ.) |ÉÉiÉ&/ºÉÖ¤É½þ
{ÉÚ´ÉÉÇ¼xÉ
+{É®úÉ¼xÉ (+{É.)
nùÉä{É½þ®ú
ºÉÆvªÉÉ/¶ÉÉ¨É/ºÉÉÆZÉ
®úÉÊjÉ/®úÉiÉ

dawn / morning
forenoon
after noon
Noon
Evening
Night

Time Zone

+ÉVÉ

Today

Eò±É
ÊnùxÉ
{É®úºÉÉä
xÉ®úºÉÉä
ºÉ{iÉÉ½þ/½þ}iÉÉ
{ÉJÉ´ÉÉ®úÉ/{ÉIÉ
¨ÉÉºÉ/¨É½þÒxÉÉ
ÊiÉ¨ÉÉ½þÒ
Uô¨ÉÉ½þÒ
´É¹ÉÇ/ºÉÉ±É
nù¶ÉÉ¤nùÒ
¶ÉiÉÉ¤nùÒ
ºÉ½þºjÉÉ¤nùÒ

Tomorrow & Yesterday
Day
Day after tomorrow and
day before yesterday
Two days after tomorrow
and two days before
yesterday
Week
Fortnight
Month
Quarterly/Three monthly
Half-yearly
Year
Decade
Century
Millennium
(Courtesy : Prof. K.K. Goswami,
Kendriya Hindi Sansthan, Delhi)
Tel : 011-6961323)

Typical Colloquial Sentences in Hindi
GREETING
w Hello

hOlaao
w

Good Morning

saup`Baat
Suprabh¡t
w

Good Afternoon

namasto
Namaste
w

Good Night

SauBa rai~
áhubh r¡tri
w

Good Bye

Alaivada
Alvid¡
w

Thanks

Qanyavaad
Dhanyav¡d
w

How are you

Aap kOsao hOM
Ëpa k®se h®
w

I am fine thank you

maOM AcCa hÐU Qanyavaad
M®n acch¡ h£n dhanyav¡d
w

Sorry

maaf kIijayao
M¡ff k¢jiye
WEATHER
w It is cold

yah zMDa hO
Yah ¶han·¡ h®
w

It is cool outside

baahr zMDa hO
B¡har ¶han·¡ h®
w

It is hot

yah gama- hO
Yah garm h®
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w

Yah¡n se bas tarminal kitn¢ d£r h®

It is raining

baairSa hao rhI hO
B¡ri¿h ho rah¢ h®

w

hvaa[- AD\Do tk phuÐcanao mao iktnaa samaya lagaogaa
Haw¡i a··e tak pahuncne men kitn¡ samay
lageg¡

GENERAL
w What is Your Name?

Aapka naama @yaa hOÆ
Ëpk¡ n¡m kya h®
w

Mer¡ n¡m ranjan h®
w

w

Kya shri raghun¡th wah¡n h®
w

J®se h¢ use samay mile k¤ipy¡ phone karne ke liye
kahiye

Ëp kah¡n rahte h®
I live near Ghantaghar

w

Isk¢ k¢mat kitn¢ hog¢

M®n ghan¶¡ghar ke p¡ss raht¡ h£n

w

How old are you?

w

mauJao xamaa kroM

Ëpak¢ ¡yu kitn¢ h®?

Mujhe ksham¡ karen

That building is tall

w

vah bhavan £nch¡ h®

Mujhe kis platform se chan·iga¤ha ke Liye train mil
sakt¢ h®

She is beautiful
Vah sunder h®

w

Kya yah train al¢ga¤ha par r£kt¢ h®

maOM baMgaalaI imaza[- psand krta hUÐ
w

w

Ëpke kitne bacce h®n

maOM icaiD,yaaoM kao psand krta hUÐ
w

w

Yeh uph¡r adbhut h®

rolavao sToSana khaÐ hO
w

How far is the Bus Terminal from here?

yahaÐ sao basa Tima-nala iktnaI dUr hO
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The gift is wonderful

yah ]phar Ad\Baut hO

Where is Railway Station?
Relve steshan kah¡n h®

How many kids do you have?

Aapko iktnao baccao hOM

I love birds
M®n chi·iyon ko pasand kart¡ h£n

Does this train stop at Aligarh?

@yaa yah Ton/ a AlaIgaZ, pr $ktI hOÆ

I like Bengali sweets
M®n bengali mi¶h¡¢ pasand kart¡ h£n

From Which Platform can I get the train for
Chandigarh?

mauJao iksa PlaoTfama- sao caNDIgaZ, ko ilayao Ton/ a imala saktI hO

vah saundr hO
w

Excuse me

vkidh vk;q fdruh gS\

vah Bavana }Ðcaa hO
w

How much will it cost?

[sakI kImat iktnaI haogaI

maOM GaMTaGar ko pasa rhta hUÐ
w

Please tell him to call back as soon as he is free

jaOsao hI ]sao samaya imalao kRpyaa faona krnao ko ilayao kihyao

Where do you live?

Aap khaÐ rhto hOÆ
w

Is Mr. Raghunath There?

@yaa EaImaana\ rGaunaaqa vahaÐ hO

My Name is Ranjan

maora naama rMjana hO

How long will it take to reach the airport?

w

It is really pretty

yah vaastva maoM saundr hO
Yeh v¡stav men sundar h®

w

Baaojana svaaidYT hO
Bhojan sw¡diÀht h®
w

Congratulations

baQaa[- hao
Badh¡¢ ho
w

You look lovely

Aap AcCo idKto hOM
Ëp acche dikhte h®n
w

Wish you happy new year

Aapkao nayao vaYa- kI SauBakamanaayaoM
Ëpko naye varÀh k¢ ¿hubhk¡man¡yen
w

I wish you all the happiness

maO Aapko sauK kI kamanaa krta hUÐ
M®n ¡pke sukh k¢ k¡man¡ kart¡ h£n
w

Congratulations on your marriage

Aapko ivavaah pr baQaa[Ëpke viv¡h par badh¡¢
w

3.2.2 Marathi Design Guide

Food is delicious

Keep your eyes wide open before marriage and
half shut afterwards

ivavaah sao pUva- ApnaI AaÐKoM pUrI KulaI AaOr [sako baad AaQaI
band rKoM
Viv¡h se p£rv apn¢ ¡nken p£r¢ khul¢ aur iske b¡d
¡dh¢ band rakhen
(Courtesy : Prof. R.M.K. Sinha, IIT Kanpur
E-mail : rmk@cse.iitk.ernet.in
Tel : 0512-597174)

Introduction
The information presented in this document is
intended to assist in understanding the nature and
problems of Marathi implementation in current and
future products. It contains the generic description
of Marathi.
Description of the Marathi Language
Marathi is the official language of the Maharastra
State in India. It has derived its phonetic character
set and its behaviour mainly from Sanskrit. Various
languages like Telugu, Tamil, Kannad,, Arabic,
Persian, Hindi, Portugese and English have
influenced and enriched the Marathi language. It is
written using the Devenagari script. Marathi is
written from left to right and top to bottom, in the
same manner as English. Major dialects of Marathi
are: Deshi, Vadadi and Nagpuri as well as Konkani.
The two major styles are Granthik and Bolbhasha.
History of Marathi Language
Marathi is a direct descendant of Sanskrit through
Maharastri Prakrit . It has been influenced and
enriched by Telugu, Tamil, Kannad, Arabic, Persian,
Hindi, Portugese and English. The history of the
language can be divided into old Martahi (Islamic
Rule), Middle Marathi (Shivaji-British advent) and
Modern Marathi (British advent onwards).
Population using the Marathi Language
62,481,681 in India (1991 UBS) (7.5% of the Indian
Population); 65,000,000 in the world(1991 UBS);
Technical Characteristics
Marathi Alphabet Characteristics
The Marathi language, in common with Hindi,
Konkani, Nepali, Sindhi and many other north
Indian dialects, is written in the Devanagari script
which is also the accepted all-India script for Sanskrit.
The alphabets consist of 11vowels and 36
consonants, as given below:
(a) Vowels
+
a

+É
¡

<
i

<Ç
¢

=
u

>ð
£

@ñ
¥

B
e

Bä
ai

+Éä
o

+Éè
au
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(i) The vowel @ñ occurs only in Sanskrit and has
been borrowed into Marathi. In Marathi @ñ is
pronounced as ‘r + u = ru’.

(ii) #Æ (anuswara) and #& (visarg) are often included
in the list of vowel letter and are usually written as +Æ
and +&.

Punctuation Marks (Virama)
In Marathii, sentences are concluded with full stop
as in English. In old Marathi poetry, the danda
symbol is seen, e.g.,

¤ÉÉä±ÉÉSÉÒ E fÒ ¤ÉÉä±ÉÉSÉÉ ¦ÉÉiÉ *
VÉä´ÉÉäÊxÉªÉÉ iÉÞ{iÉ EÉähÉ VÉÉ½±ÉÉ **

Dependent Vowel Signs
Dependent vowel signs in Marathi are same as in Hindi.

Rest of the punctuation marks in Marathi are same
as in Hindi.

Consonant Letters
The Marathi also have the same consonant letters as
in Hindi. There are two consonants which are written
slightly different from Hindi. These are ³ (La) and

Ancient Signs

¨Ì (sha). Other rules related to consonants in Marathi
are same as in Hindi.

Eò (ka)
SÉ (ca)
]õ (¶a)
iÉ (ta)
{É (pa)
ªÉ (ya)
¹É (Àa)

JÉ (kha)
Uô (cha)
B (¶ha)
lÉ (tha)
¡ò (pha)
® (ra)
ºÉ (sa)

MÉ (ga)
VÉ (ja)
b÷ (·a)
nù (da)
¤É (ba)
±É (la)
½þ (ha)

PÉ (gha)
ZÉ (jha)
fø (·ha)
vÉ (dha)
¦É (bha)
´É (va)
³ (La)

Ró (´a)
\É (µa)
hÉ (¸a)
xÉ (na)
¨É (ma)
¶É (¿ha)

Consonant Conjuncts
The conjunct consonant letters i.e., IÉ (ksha), YÉ
(dnya), jÉ (tra), ¸É (shra) and t (dya) appear in
Marathi also. It is to be noted that in Marathi YÉ is
pronounced as dnya.
The common conjuncts in Marathi are same as in Hindi.
It is to be noted that conjuncts involving initial r are
written with a special superscript form for r called
rafaar in Marathi.

$ (Om).
Formats of Units
Calendar
The new year of the calendar- like the rest of Indiabegins on the 16th day of month Ch®tra ‘SÉèjÉ’ (mostly
in the month of March of christian year). The twelve
months are given as (English pronunciations in
parenthesis):

T;s " B,
(ch®tra) SÉèjÉ, (v®¿h¡kh) ´Éè¶ÉÉJÉ, ( jyeÀ¶ha)
(¡À¡·h) +É¹ÉÉf, (shr¡van) ¸ÉÉ´ÉhÉ, (bh¡drapad) ¦ÉÉpù{Én,
(¡¿hvin) +ÉÎ¶´ÉxÉ, (k¡rtik) EòÉÌiÉEò, (m¡rga¿¢rÀa) ¨ÉÉMÉÇ¶ÉÒ¹ÉÇ,
(pauÀa) {ÉÉè¹É, (m¡gh) ¨ÉÉPÉ, (ph¡lgun) ¡òÉ±MÉÖxÉ
Week Days
Seven days of the week are named as follows:

®úÊ´É´ÉÉ®
ºÉÉä¨É´ÉÉ®
¨ÉÆMÉ³´ÉÉ®
¤ÉÖvÉ´ÉÉ®
MÉÖ°ü´ÉÉ®
¶ÉÖGò´ÉÉ®
¶ÉÊxÉ´ÉÉ®

Raviv¡r
Somv¡r
MangaLv¡r
Budhv¡r
Gur£v¡r
áhukrav¡r
áhaniv¡r

(Sunday)
(Monday)
(Tuesday)
(Wednesday)
(Thursday)
(Friday)
(Saturday)

Halant, Anuswara, Avagraha & Visarga
The usage of these signs in Marathi is same as in Hindi.

Dates
Dates in Marathi are same as in Hindi.

Numerals
In Devanagari, numerals are used as

Time

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
other notations used are the marks : {ÉÉ´É (1/4) pav,
+vÉÉÇ ardh¡ (1/2), {ÉÉ=hÉ p¡un, (3/4), ºÉ´´ÉÉ savv¡ (1¼),
nÒbø d¢· (1½), and +bÒSÉ a·¢ca (2½).
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Time divided into |É½þ®ú (prahar), PÉb÷Ò (gha·¢) and
IÉhÉ (kshan).
A |É½þ®ú (prahar) is 1/8 of day and night i.e. 3 hours.
A ‘PÉbÒ’ (gha·¢) is 1/60 of days and night i.e. 24
minutes.

However, the predominant practice is to use the
international system of hour, minute and second.
Currency
Currency sign in Marathi is same. as in Hindi.
Weights and Measures
(a) The unit of weight is ‘ ¶Éä®ú’ (¿er) which is divided
into sixteen parts called ‘Uô]õÉEò’ (chat¡nk). It can be
described as follows:
4Uô]õÉEò
8 Uô]õÉEò
16 Uô]õÉE
40 ¶Éä®ú

=
=
=
=

1 {ÉÉ´É (quarter)
+vÉÉÇ ¶Éä®ú (half ¿er)
1 ¶Éä®ú (¿er)
1 ¨ÉhÉ (maund)

(b)For weighing gold, silver etc. as well as medicines,
the following weights are used:
8 ®úkÉÒ
12 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ
5 iÉÉä³É

=
=
=

1 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ
1 iÉÉä³É
1 Uô]õÉEò

(c)The unit for linear measurement is MÉVÉ (yard) as
shown below:
12 <ÆSÉ
3 ¡Ú]õ
220 MÉVÉ

=
=
=

1 ¡Ú]õ (foot)
1 MÉVÉ
1 ¡ò±ÉÉÈMÉ

8 ¡òú±ÉÉÈMÉ
1 ½þÉlÉ

=
=

1¨Éè±É (mile)
+vÉÉÇ MÉVÉ (half yard)

(d)Land areas are measured in the following way:
(a)
144 ´ÉMÉÇ <ÆSÉ =
9 ´ÉMÉÇ ¡Ú]õ
=
4840 ´ÉMÉÇ MÉVÉ =

1 ´ÉMÉÇ ¡Ú]õ (Square foot)
1 ´ÉMÉÇ MÉVÉ (Square yard)
1 BEò® (acre)

There is another unit of measure called xaB
q k (Gun¶h¡).
At present, India uses new metric system in weights
and measurement. The descriptions are given here.

(b) For measuring liquid,
1 MÉì±ÉxÉ
1000 ±ÉÒ]õ®

= about 4.5 ±ÉÒ]õ®ú (Litres)
= 1 ÊE±ÉÉä±ÉÒ]® (Kilolitre)

(c) For measuring length and areas:
(i)

100 ºÉå]õÒ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú
1000 ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú
8 ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®ú
1 ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú

(ii) 1 ½äþC]®
100 ½äþC]®ú

=
=
=
=

1 ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú (meter)
1 ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®ú (Kilometer)
5 ¨Éè±É
about 39.4 <ÆSÉ (inches)

= more than 2 BEò®
= 1 ´ÉMÉÇ ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®ú (Sq. Kms)

AM/PM markers

{É½É]/ºÉEÉ³
nùúÙ{ÉÉ®
ºÉÆvªÉÉEÉ²
®úÉjÉ

dawn / morning
Noon
Evening
Night

Time Zone

+ÉVÉ
=tÉ
EòÉ±É
Ênù´ÉºÉ
{É®ú´ÉÉ
iÉä®ú´ÉÉ
vkBoMk
{ÉÆvÉ®´ÉbÉ
¨ÉÊ½þxÉÉ
ÊiÉ¨ÉÉ½þÒ
ºÉ½É¨ÉÉ½þÒ
´É¹ÉÇ
nù¶ÉÉ¤nùÒ
¶ÉiÉÉ¤nùÒ
ºÉ½þºjÉÉ¤nùÒ

Today
Tomorrow
Yesterday
Day
Day after tomorrow and day
before yesterday
Two days after tomorrow and two
days before yesterday
Week
Fortnight
Month
Quarterly/ Three monthly
Half-yearly
Year
Decade
Century
Millennium

(a) For measuring Solid things:
1 OÉì¨É
1000 OÉì¨É
100 ÊEò±ÉÉäOÉì¨É

= about 15.48 OÉäxÉ (grain)
or 1 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ
= 1 ÊEò±ÉÉäOÉì¨É (Kg)
= 1 ÏC´É]õ±É (quintal)
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Typical Colloquial Sentences in Marathi

w

ikÅl iMr vkgs

GREETING
w

w

ueLdkj

GENERAL

Namask¡r

w

ºÉÖ|É¦ÉÉiÉ

w

M¡ze n¡v ranjan ¡he
w

T£ ko¶he r¡hatos?
w

Thanks

M¢ ghan¶¡ghar¡javaL R¡hato
w

How are you

Tuze vay kit¢/ k¡y ¡he?
w

I am fine thank you

¨ÉÒ BÒE +É½ä vÉxªÉ´ÉÉn

T¢ im¡rat uMca ¡he.
w

Sorry

¨É±ÉÉ JÉän +É½ä

T¢ dekha¸¢/ suMdar ¡he.
w

w

w

w

Mal¡ paksh¢ ¡va·at¡t.
w

¤ÉÉ½ä® MÉÉ®´ÉÉ +É½ä
=¹¨ÉÉ +É½ä
UÀm¡ ¡he
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Where is Railway station?

®ä±´Éä º]ä¶ÉxÉ EÉäBä +É½ä ?

It is cool outside

It is hot

I love birds

¨É±ÉÉ {ÉIÉÒ +É´ÉbiÉÉiÉ

MÉÉ®BÉ +É½ä

B¡her g¡rav¡ ¡he
w

Mal¡ bang¡l¢ mi¶h¡¢ ¡va·ate

It is cold

G¡ra¶h¡ ¡he

I like Bengali sweets

¨É±ÉÉ ¤ÉÆMÉÉ±ÉÒ Î¨ÉBÉ<Ç +É´ÉbiÉä

Mal¡ khed ¡he
WEATHER

She is beautiful

iÉÒ näJÉhÉÒ/ ºÉÖnÆ ® +É½ä

M¢ ¶h¢k ¡he dhanyav¡d
w

That building is tall

iÉÒ <¨ÉÉ®iÉ =ÆSÉ +É½äÃ

EºÉä +É½ÉiÉ?/EºÉÉ +É½äºÉ?/E¶ÉÒ +É½äºÉ?
Kase ¡h¡t?/ kas¡ ¡hes?/ ka¿¢ ¡hes ?

w

How old are you?

iÉÖZÉä ´ÉªÉ ÊEiÉÒ/ EÉªÉ +É½ä?

vÉxªÉ´ÉÉn

Dhanyav¡d
w

I live near Ghantaghar

¨ÉÒ PÉÆ]ÉPÉ®ÉVÉ´É³ ®É½iÉÉä

{ÉÖx½É ¦Éä]Ú

Punh¡ bhet£
w

Where do you live?

iÉÚ dksBs ®É½iÉÉäºÉ?

¶ÉÖ¦É®ÉjÉÒ

Good Bye

My name is Ranjan

¨ÉÉZÉä xÉÉ´É ®ÆVÉxÉ +É½ä

¶ÉÖ¦É nÖ{ÉÉ®

áubhar¡tr¢
w

Tuze n¡v k¡y ¡he?

Good Afternoon

Good Night

What is your name?

iÉÖZÉä xÉÉ´É EÉªÉ +É½ä?

Good Morning

áubha dup¡r
w

P¡£s pa·at ¡he

Hello

Suprabh¡t
w

It is raining

Railway station ko¶he ¡he?
w

How far is the Bus Terminal from here?

¤ÉºÉº]Äb ªÉälÉÚxÉ ÊEiÉÒ nÚ® +É½ä?
Bus terminal yeth£na kit¢ d£ra ¡he?

w

How long will it take to reach the Airport?

w

Ê´É¨ÉÉxÉiÉ³É{ÉªÉÆiÇ É {ÉÉä½ÉäSÉhªÉÉºÉÉBÒ ÊEiÉÒ ´Éä³ ±ÉÉMÉä±É?

+Ê¦ÉxÉÆnxÉ

Vim¡nataL¡paryaMta pohocaNy¡s¡¶h¢ kit¢ veL l¡gel?
w

Is Mr. Raghunath there?

¸ÉÒ ®PÉÖxÉÉlÉ +É½äiÉ E É ?

AbhinaMdan
w

Please tell him to call back as soon as he is free

VÉä´½É iÉÉä ¨ÉÉäE³É ½Éä<±Ç É iÉä´½É EÞ { ÉªÉÉ iªÉÉ±ÉÉ {ÉÖx½É ¡ÉäxÉ
E®ÉªÉ±ÉÉ ºÉÉÆMÉÉ
Jevh¡ to mokaL¡ ho¢la tevh¡ k¤ipay¡ ty¡l¡ punh¡
phon kar¡yal¡ s¡Mg¡
w

Y¡c¢ kiMmat k¡y asel?/ he kit¢l¡ pa·el?
w

Mal¡ m¡ph kar/kar¡
From which Platform can I get the train for
Chandigarh?

SÉÆnÒMÉf±ÉÉ VÉÉhÉÉ®Ò ]Åxä É ¨É±ÉÉ EÉähÉiªÉÉ ¡±ÉÉ]É´É® MÉÉBiÉÉ
ªÉä<Ç±É?
CaMd¢ga·hal¡ j¡N¡r¢ tren mal¡ koNaty¡ phal¡t¡var
g¡¶hat¡ ye¢l?
w

w

Does this train stop at Aligarh?

½Ò ]Åxä É +Ê±ÉMÉf±ÉÉ lÉÉÆ¤ÉiÉä EÉ?

Wish you happy new year

iÉÖ±ÉÉ/ iÉÖ¨½É±ÉÉ xÉ´ÉÒxÉ ´É¹ÉÇ ºÉÖJÉÉSÉä VÉÉ´ÉÉä ½Ò ºÉÊnSUÉ
Tul¡/tumh¡l¡ nav¢n varÀh sukh¡ce j¡vo h¢ sadicch¡
w

I wish you all the happiness

¨ÉÒ iÉÖZªÉÉºÉÉBÒ ºÉE±É ºÉÖJÉÉÆSÉÒ EÉ¨ÉxÉÉ E®iÉÉä
M¢ tuzy¡s¡¶h¢ sakala sukh¡Mc¢ k¡man¡ karato
w

Congratulations on your marriage

Ê´É´ÉÉ½É|ÉÒiªÉlÉÇ iÉÖZÉä +Ê¦ÉxÉÆnxÉ

Excuse me

eyk ekQ dj@djk
w

T£ surekh disates

How much will it cost?

ªÉÉSÉÒ ËE¨ÉiÉ EÉªÉ +ºÉä±É?/ ½ä ÊEiÉÒ±ÉÉ {Ébä±É?

You look lovely

iÉÚ ºÉÖ®Jä É ÊnºÉiÉäºÉ

Shr¢ Raghun¡th ¡het k¡?
w

Congratulations

Viv¡h¡pr¢tyartha tuze abhinaMdan
w

Keep your eyes wide open before marriage and
half- shut afterwards

Ê´É´ÉÉ½É{ÉÚ´ÉÔ +É{É±Éä bÉä³ä {ÉÚhÉÇ{ÉhÉä =PÉbä Bä´ÉÉ´Éä +ÉÊhÉ
iªÉÉxÉÆiÉ® +vÉæ
Viv¡h¡p£rv¢ ¡pale ·ole p£rNapaNe ughade thevave
¡Ni ty¡naMtar ardhe
(Courtesy : Prof. Pushpak Bhattacharya,
of IIT Mumbai E-mail : pb@cse.iitb.ernet.in
Tel : 022-5767718)

H¢ tren aliga·hal¡ th¡Mbate k¡?
w

How many kids do you have?

iÉÖ¨½É±ÉÉ ¨ÉÖ±Éä ÊEiÉÒ?
Tumh¡l¡ mule kit¢?
w

This gift is wonderful

½Ò ¦Éä]´ÉºiÉÚ +xÉÉäJÉÒ +É½ä
H¢ bhetavast£ anokh¢ ¡he
w

It is really pretty

¡É®SÉ UÉxÉ
Ph¡raca ch¡n
w

Food is delicious

JÉÉt{ÉnÉlÉÇ ¯SÉE® +É½ä
Kh¡dyapad¡rtha rucakar ¡he
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3.2.3 Konkani Design Guide
History of Konkani
Konkani is a direct descendant of Sanskrit through
Prakrit and Apabramsha like Hindi. It has been
influenced and enriched by Marathi, Kannada,
Portuguese, Malayalam and English. These days there
is strong interaction between Hindi and Konkani
on account of the three language formula in our
education system, Hindi cinema, AIR and
Doordarshan.

so far. Though, Devenagari script is recognised as
the official script of Konkani, in some parts Roman
and Kannada are still in vogue.
Technical characteristics
Konkani alphabet scheme is almost the same as of
Hindi. It has consonant letters, vowel letters, diacritic
marks, punctuation, numerals etc. Their
pronunciation in Konkani is indicated as given
below:
Vowels

Geographical spread
Originally Konkani was the language of Goa and
Konkan (the western littoral). In early days, due to
economic and political reasons some of the speakers
of Konkani moved out from Goa towards north and
south in pursuit of their employment, trade and
commerce. Muslim conquest and rule was also
responsible for their emigration to some extent. But
emigration became intense on account of terror of
the inquisition after the conquest of Goa by the
Portuguese. As a result, the bulk of Konkani speakers
are now in Goa, Maharastra, Karnataka, Kerla and
in some parts of Tamilnadu. Though it is spoken
and used by different heterogeneous social and
religious groups, it has retained its structural unity.
Approximately, three million people speak Konkani.

+, +É, <, <Ç, =, >ð, @ñ, B, Bä, +Éä, +Éè, +Æ, +&

Status of Konkani
The Sahitya Academy, recognised it as a literary
language in 1975. It became the official language of
the state of Goa in 1987. It was included in the 8th
schedule of the Constitution of India in 1992 and
got the status of a national language. Its corpus of
three million entries was completed and handed over
to the Department of Electronics Government of
India in 1999. It will be put to use soon in
collaboration with IIT, Bombay. After the liberation
of Goa in 1961, Konkani literature has been enriched
considerably. In Goa Konkani can be now studied
at primary, secondary, higher secondary, under
graduate and post-graduate levels. As a subject,
Konkani can be offered at Union Public Service
examination as at the UGC examination.
Unfortunately foundation courses of INGOU,
which are available in most of the national language,
are not available in Konkani, Manipuri and Nepali

VI.
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Consonants (´ªÉÆVÉxÉ)
I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.

VII.

Eò

JÉ

MÉ

PÉ

Ró

ka

kha

ga

gha

´a

SÉ

Uô

VÉ

ZÉ

\É

cha

chha

ja

jha

µa

]

B

b÷

fø

hÉ

¶a

¶ha

·a

·ha

¸a

iÉ

lÉ

nù

vÉ

xÉ

ta

tha

da

dha

na

{É

¡ò

¤É

¦É

¨É

pa

pha

ba

bha

ma

ªÉ

®ú

±É

´É

ya

ra

la

va

¶É

¹É

ºÉ

½þ

¿a

Àa

sa

ha

Konkani Alphabet

EòÉåEòhÉÒ +IÉ®ú ¨ÉÉ±ÉÉ (Konkani Akshar M¡l¡)
Vowels (º´É®ú

-

Svar)

+
+É
<
<Ç

(Short)

A

‘a’ in at, another

(Long)
(Short)
(Long)

Ë
I

=
>ð

(Short)
(Long)

U
Í

a in all, father, last
i in India, in, it, tip
i in machine, and in
sweet, feet
u in pull, bull, full
oo in pool, fool,
cool

Ì

@ñ
B
Bä
+Éä
+Éè

(Short)
(Long)
(Diphtthnoge)
(Long)
(Diphthnoge)

Î
E
AI
O
AU

+Æ

AM

+&

AH

Vowel

+
A

+É
Ë

<

Sign Usage

...

Ì

=
U

>ð
Í

@ñ

Bä

AI

Ê¶É´É

+Éä

SIV

O

MÉÒiÉ

+Éè

GÌT

AU

CHUP

AM

DÍDH

AH

Ò
Ö

SÉÖ{É

Ú

GE

GHE

NE

Eèò

JÉè

MÉè

PÉè

Rèó

KAI

KHAI

GAI

GHAI

NAI

EòÉä

JÉÉä

MÉÉä

PÉÉä

RóÉä

KO

KHO

GO

GHO

NO

EòÉè

JÉÉè

MÉÉè

PÉÉè

RóÉè

KAU

KHAU

GAU

GHAU

NAU

EÆò

JÉÆ

MÉÆ

PÉÆ

RÆó

KAM

MHAM

GAM

GHAM

NAM

Eò&

JÉ&

MÉ&

PÉ&

Ró&

KAH

KHAH

GAH

GHAH

NAH

EäòºÉ

SÉ

Uô

VÉ

ZÉ

\É

KES

CHA

CHHA

JA

JHA

NA

SÉÉ

UôÉ

VÉÉ

ZÉÉ

\ÉÉ

CHË

CHHË

JË

JHË

NË

CHI

CHHI

JI

JHI

NI

SÉÒ

UôÒ

VÉÒ

ZÉÒ

\ÉÒ

KAUL

CHÌ

CHHÌ

JÌ

JHÌ

NI

KAMS

CHU

CHHU

JU

JHU

NU

SÉÚ

UÚô

VÉÚ

ZÉÚ

\ÉÚ

CHÍ

CHHÍ

JÍ

JHÍ

NÍ

CHÎ

CHHÎ

JÎ

JHÎ

NÎ

CHE

CHHE

JE

JHE

NE

SÉè

Uèô

VÉè

ZÉè

\Éè

CHAI

CHHE

JAI

JHAI

NAI

SÉÉä

UôÉä

VÉÉä

ZÉÉä

\ÉÉä

CHO

CHHO

JO

JHO

NO

SÉÉè

UôÉè

VÉÉè

ZÉÉè

\ÉÉè

JAU

JHAU

NAU

VÉÆ

ZÉÆ

\ÉÆ

JAM

JHAM

NAM

VÉ&

ZÉ&

\É&

JAH

JHAH

NAH

Eèònù

KAID

Éä

±ÉÉäEò
LOK

Éè
Æ

+&

xÉÞ{É

Î

è

+Æ

nÚùvÉ

Þ

ä

E

®úÉ¨É

Ê

KHE

Sign Usage

B

RËM

I

<Ç

Vowel

...

É

KE

r in Rythem
a in May, Pay
i in time, fine
o is go, tomb, note
or AO ou in house,
mouse, out
( the nasal sign ),
Anuswara
Visarga

&

EòÉè±É
EÆòºÉ

{ÉÖxÉ&

PUNAH

NÎP

SÉä

Eò

JÉ

MÉ

PÉ

Ró

KA

KHA

GA

GHA

NA

EòÉ

JÉÉ

MÉÉ

PÉÉ

RóÉ

KË

KHË

GË

GHË

NË

KI

KHI

GI

GHI

NI

EòÒ

JÉÒ

MÉÒ

PÉÒ

RóÒ

KÌ

KHÌ

GÌ

GHÌ

NÌ

KU

KHU

GU

GHU

NU

EÚò

JÉÚ

MÉÚ

PÉÚ

RÚó

KÍ

KHÍ

GÍ

GHÍ

NÍ

KÎ

KHÎ

GÎ

GHÎ

NÎ

EÖò

EÞò
Eäò

SÉÖ

SÉÞ

Consonants

ÊEò

ÊSÉ

ÊJÉ

JÉÖ

JÉÞ
JÉä

ÊMÉ

MÉÖ

MÉÞ
MÉä

ÊPÉ

PÉÖ

PÉÞ
PÉä

ÊRó

RÖó

RÞó
Räó

ÊUô

UÖô

UÞô
Uäô

CHAU CHHAU

SÉÆ

UÆô

CHAM CHHAM

SÉ&

Uô&

CHAH CHHAH

ÊVÉ

VÉÖ

VÉÞ
VÉä

ÊZÉ

ZÉÖ

ZÉÞ
ZÉä

Ê\É

\ÉÖ

\ÉÞ
\Éä

]

B

b

fø

hÉ

ÙA

ÙHA

ÚA

ÚHA

ÛA

ÙË

ÙHË

ÚË

ÚHË

ÛË

]É

Ê]

Bk

fB

b÷É
Êb

føÉ

Êfø

hÉÉ

ÊhÉ
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ÙI
]Ò

ÙHI
Bh

ÚI
b÷Ò

ÚHI
føÒ

ÛI
hÉÒ

TAU

THAU

DAU

DHAU

NAU

iÉÆ

lÉÆ

nùÆ÷

vÉÆ

xÉÆ

ÙÌ

ÙHÌ

ÚÌ

ÚHÌ

ÛÌ

TAM

THAM

DAM

DHAM

NAM

hÉÖ

iÉ&

lÉ&

nù÷&

vÉ&

xÉ&

ÙU

ÙHU

ÚU

ÚHU

ÛU

TAH

THAH

DAH

DHAH

NAH

hÉÚ

{É

¡ò

¤É

¦É

¨É

ÙÍ

ÙHÍ

ÚÍ

ÚHÍ

ÛÍ

PA

PHA

BA

BHA

MA

{ÉÉ

¡òÉ

¤ÉþÉ

¦ÉÉ

¨ÉÉ

ÙÎ

ÙHÎ

ÚÎ

ÚHÎ

ÛÎ

PË

PHË

BË

BHË

MË

ÙE

ÙHE

ÚE

ÚHE

ÛE

PI

PHI

BI

BHI

MI

{ÉÒ

¡òÒ

¤Éþù÷Ò

¦ÉÒ

¨ÉÒ

ÙAI

ÙHAI

ÚAI

ÚHAI

ÛAI

PÌ

BÌ

BHÌ

MÌ

hÉÉä

{ÉÖõ

PHÌ

ÙO

ÙHO

ÚO

ÚHO

ÛO

PU

PHU

BU

BHU

MU

{ÉÚ

¡Úò

¤ÉþÚ÷

¦ÉÚ

¨ÉÚ

ÙAU

ÙHAU

ÚAU

ÚHAU

ÛAU

PÍ

PHÍ

BÍ

BHÍ

MÍ

ÙAM

ÙHAM

ÚAM

ÚHAM

ÛAM

PÎ

PHÎ

BÎ

BHÎ

MÎ

]Öõ
]Úõ
]Þõ
]äõ
]èõ

]Éä
]Éè
]Æõ

Bq
Bw

B`

Bs
BS

Bks

BkS
Ba

bÖ÷
bÚ÷

bÞ÷

bä÷
bè÷

b÷Éä
b÷Éè
bÆ÷

fÖø
fÚø

fÞø

fäø
fèø

føÉä
føÉè
fÆø

hÉÞ

hÉä
hÉè

hÉÉè
hÉÆ

Ê{É

{ÉÞ
{Éä

Ê¡ò

¡Öòö

¡Þò
¡äò

Ê¤Éþù

¤ÉþùÖ

¤ÉþùÞ÷
¤Éþùä÷

Ê¦Éø

¦ÉÖ

¦ÉÞ

¦Éää

Ê¨É

¨ÉÖ

¨ÉÞ

¨Éä

]&
ÙAH
iÉ

B%
ÙHAH
lÉ

b÷&
ÚAH
nù

fø&
ÚHAH
vÉ

hÉ&
ÛAH
xÉ

PE

PHE

BE

BHE

ME

{Éè

¡èò

¤Éþùè÷

¦Éè

¨Éè

TA

THA

DA

DHA

NA

PAI

PHAI

BAI

BHAI

MAI

iÉÉ

lÉÉ

nùÉ

vÉÉ

xÉÉ

{ÉÉä

¡òÉä

¤Éþù÷Éä

¦ÉÉä

¨ÉÉä

TË

THË

DË

DHË

NË

PO

PHO

BO

BHO

MO

ÊxÉ

{ÉÉè

¡òÉè

¤Éþù÷Éè

¦ÉÉè

¨ÉÉè

TI

THI

DI

DHI

NI

PAU

PHAU

BAU

BHAU

MAU

iÉÒ

lÉÒ

nù÷Ò

vÉÒ

xÉÒ

{ÉÆ

¡Æò

¤ÉþùÆ÷

¦ÉÆ

¨ÉÆ

TÌ

THÌ

DÌ

DHÌ

PAM

PHAM

BAM

BHAM

MAM

{É&

¡ò&

¤Éù÷&

¦É&

¨É&

TU

THU

DU

DHU

NÌ
xÉÖ
NU

PAH

PHAH

BAH

BHAH

MAH

iÉÚõ

lÉÚ

nùÚ÷

vÉÚ

xÉÚ

ªÉ

®ú

±É

´É

¶É

TÍ

THÍ

DÍ

DHÍ

NÍ

YA

RA

LA

VA

ªÉÉ

®É

±ÉÉ

´ÉÉ

áA

TÎ

THÎ

DÎ

DHÎ

NÎ

YË

RË

LË

VË

áË

TE

THE

DE

DHE

NE

YI

RI

LI

VI

iÉè

lÉè

nùè÷

vÉè

xÉè

ªÉÒ

®úÒ

±Éþù÷Ò

´ÉÒ

áI

¶ÉÒ

TAI

THAI

DAI

DHAI

NAI

YÌ

RÌ

LÌ

VÌ

áÌ

iÉÉä

lÉÉä

nù÷Éä

vÉÉä

xÉÉä

TO

THO

DO

DHO

NO

iÉÉè

lÉÉè

nù÷Éè

vÉÉè

xÉÉè

YU
ªÉÚ

RU
°üò

LU
±ÉþÚ÷

VU
´ÉÚ

áU
¶ÉÚ

ÊiÉ

iÉÖõ

iÉÞ
iÉä
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ÊlÉ

lÉÖö

lÉÞ
lÉä

Ênù

nùÖ÷

nùÞ÷
nùä÷

ÊvÉø

vÉÖ

vÉÞ
vÉä

xÉÞ
xÉä

ÊªÉ

ªÉÖ

Ê®ú

¯ûö

Ê±Éþù

±ÉþùÖ

Ê´É

´ÉÖ

¶ÉÉ

Ê¶É

¶ÉÖ

YÍ
ªÉÞ
YÎ

RÍ

LÍ

VÍ
´ÉÞ
VÎ

áÍ
¸ÉÞ
áÎ

ªÉä

®úäò

±Éþùä÷

YE

RE

LE

VE

®úèò

±Éþùè÷

´Éè

áE

ªÉè
YAI

RAI

LAI

VAI

ªÉÉä

®úÉä

±Éþù÷Éä

´ÉÉä

YO
ªÉÉè
YAU

RO
®úÉè
RAU

LO
±Éþù÷Éè
LAU

VO
´ÉÉè
VAU

ªÉÆ

®úÆò

±ÉþùÆ÷

´ÉÆ

YAM
ªÉ&
YAH

RAM
®ú&
RAH

LAM
±É÷&
LAH

VAM
´É&
VAH

¹É

ºÉ

½þ

³ý

SHA

SA

HA

KSHA

¹ÉÉ

ºÉÉ

½þÉ

ßA

³ýÉ

IÉÉ

SHË

SË

HË

ßË

KSHË

SHI

SI

HI

KSHI

¹ÉÒ

ºÉÒ

½þù÷Ò

ßI

³ýÒ

IÉÒ

SHÌ

SÌ

HÌ

ßÌ

KSHÌ

SHU

SU

HU

KSHU

¹ÉÚ

ºÉÚ

½þÚ÷

ßU

³ýÚ

IÉÚ

SHÍ
¹ÉÞ
SHÎ

SÍ
ºÉÞ
SÎ

HÍ
½þùÞ÷
HÎ

ßÍ

KSHÍ

½þùä÷

³ýä

IÉä

SHE

SE

HE

KSHE

¹Éè

ºÉè

½þùè÷

ßE

³ýè

IÉè

SHAI

SAI

HAI

KSHAI

¹ÉÉä

ºÉÉä

½þù÷Éä

ßAI

³ýÉä

IÉÉä

SHO

SO

HO

KSHO

¹ÉÉè

ºÉÉè

½þù÷Éè

ßO

³ýÉè

IÉÉè

SHAU

SAU

HAU

KSHAU

¹ÉÆ

ºÉÆ

½þùÆ÷

ßAU

SHAM

SAM

HAM

KSHAM

¹É&

ºÉ&

½&

ßAM

³ý&

IÉ&

SHAH

SAH

HAH

AH

KSHAH

Ê¹É

¹ÉÖõ

¹Éä

ÊºÉ

ºÉÖö

ºÉä

Ê½þù

½þùÖ

´Éää

Ê³ý

³ýÖ

³ýÆ

¶Éä

¶Éè

áAI

¶ÉÉä

áO
¶ÉÉè
áAU

¶ÉÆ

áAM
¶É&
áAH

IÉ

ÊIÉ

IÉÖ

IÉÆ

Consonant Letters
In Konkani also the each consonant letters represent
a single consonant sound with an inherent vowel,
the short vowel /a/. There are 5 “Vargs” (Groups)
of consonants. Each “Varg” contains 5 Consonants,
the last of which is a nasal one. In addition to these,
there are 9 Non ”Varg” consonants as in Hindi.
Consonants letters may also be rendered as half
forms. The half form represents only the consonant
sound and does not include the inherent vowel. Some
Devanagari consonant letters are depicted with
alternate presentation forms. The choice of these
forms depends upon the neighboring consonants.
Independent Vowel Letters & Dependent Vowel
Signs (Matras or Vowel-modifiers)
There are separate symbols for all the vowels in the
Indian scripts which are pronounced independently.
To indicate a vowel sound other than the implicit
one, a vowel sign (matra) is attached to the
consonant. Thus there are equivalent matras for all
the vowels. Explicit appearance of a matra in a
syllable overrides the inherent vowel. These matras
can exist above, below, to the right or to the left of
the consonant to which it is applied.
Consonant Conjuncts, Nukta & Anuswar
The Consonant Conjuncts, Nukta and Anuswar in
Konkani are same as in Hindi. Nukta is a diacritic
mark used for deriving 5 other consonants in
Devanagari. Anuswar indicates a nasal consonant
sound. When an anuswara comes before a consonant
belonging to any of the 5 Vargs, it represents the
nasal consonant belonging to the Varg. It represents
a different nasal sound when placed with a non-Varg
consonant.
Chandrabindu, Avagrah & Visarg
These signs are generally not used in Konkani,
however at some places the usage of these signs is
also seen.
Numerals
The Konkani script uses numerals as in Hindi, but
international numerals are more in use.
Punctuation Marks
The punctuation marks in Konkani are same as in
Hindi except for the use of Viram Chinha. To mark
the end of a sentence it uses English full stop sign.
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Typical Colloquial Sentences in Konkani

w

MÉ®ú¨ÉÒ +ÉºÉÉ (VÉÉiÉÉ)

GREETING
w Hello

½ìþ±ÉÉä

garam¢ ¡s¡ (j¡t¡)
w

deva bar¢ sak¡½a d¢Æva
w

p¡vasa pa·a¶¡

Good Morning

näù´É ¤É®úÒ ºÉEòÉ³ý nùÓ´É
Good Afternoon

GENERAL
w

w

Good Night

tuj®Æ / tumac®Æ n¡Æva kid®Æ ?
w

w

Good Bay

mhaj®Æ n¡Æva raµjana
w

w

Thanks

t£Æ khaÆya r¡vat¡
w

w

How are you?

iÉÚÆ EòºÉÉä +ÉºÉÉ, iÉÚÆ Eò¶Éå / Eò¶ÉÒ +ÉºÉÉ ? iÉÖ¨ÉÒ Eò¶Éå
Eò¶ÉÒ +ÉºÉÉiÉ

w

t£Æ kas° ¡s¡, t£Æ ka¿eÆ / k¡¿¢ ¡s¡ ? tum¢ ka¿eÆ
ka¿¢ ¡s¡ta
I AM Fine. Thank You

½þÉ´Æ É ¤É®úÉä +ÉºÉÉÆ, näù´É ¤É®åú Eò°Æü

h¡Æva gha¸¶¡ghar¡ l¡gasara r¡vat¡Æ
w

tuj¢ pir¡ya kid®Æ (kital¢)
w

t¢ im¡rata £Æca ¡s¡
w

w

It is Cool

t®Æ / t¢ sunndara ¡s¡
w

w

It is Cool Outside

¦ÉÉªÉ®ú lÉÆb÷ÉªÉ +ÉºÉÉ
bh¡yara tha¸·¡ya ¡s¡
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I Like Bengali Sweets

¨½þÉEòÉ ¤ÉÆMÉ±ÉÒ MÉÉäb÷¶ÉÓ +É´Éb÷iÉÉiÉ / ¤É®úÒ ±ÉÉMÉiÉÉiÉ
mh¡k¡ ba´gal¢ g°·¿¢Æ ¡va·at¡ta / bar¢ l¡gat¡ta
w

I Love Birds

¨½þÉEòÉ ºÉ´ÉhÉÓ +É´Éb÷iÉÉiÉ

lÉÆb÷ÉªÉ +ÉºÉÉ
tha¸·¡ya ¡s¡

She Is Beautiful

iÉå / iÉÒ ºÉÖxÆ nù®ú +ÉºÉÉ

m¡pha kara / kar¡
WEATHER

That Building Is Tall

iÉÒ <¨ÉÉ®úiÉ >ÆðSÉ +ÉºÉÉ

Sorry

¨ÉÉ¡ò Eò®ú / Eò®úÉ

How Old Are You ?

iÉÖVÉÒ Ê{É®úÉªÉ ÊEònåù (ÊEòiÉ±ÉÒ)

h¡Æva bar° ¡s¡Æ, d®va bar®Æ kar£Æ
w

I Live Near Ghantaghar

½þÉ´Æ É PÉÆ]õÉPÉ®úÉ ±ÉÉMÉºÉ®ú ®úÉ´ÉiÉÉÆ

näù´É ¤É®åú Eò°Æü
deva bar®Æ kar£Æ

Where Do You Live ?

iÉÚÆ JÉÆªÉ ®úÉ´ÉiÉÉ

¤É®åú, ¨Éä³ýÚÆªÉÉ
bar®Æ, m®½£Æy¡

My Name is Ranjan

¨½þVÉå xÉÉÆ´É ®ÆúVÉxÉ

näù´É ¤É®úÒ ®úÉiÉ nùÓ´É
deva bar¢ r¡ta d¢Æva

What Is Your Name

iÉÖVÉå / iÉÖ¨ÉSÉå xÉÉÆ´É ÊEònåù ?

näù´É ¤É®úÒ ºÉÉÆVÉ nùÓ´É
deva bar¢ s¡µja d¢Æva

It Is Raining

{ÉÉ´ÉºÉ {Éb÷]õÉ

h¯l°
w

It Is Hot

mh¡k¡ sava¸¢Æ ¡va·at¡ta
w

Where Is The Railway Station ?

®äú±´Éä º]äõ¶ÉxÉ JÉÆªÉ +ÉºÉÉ
r®lv® s¶®¿ana khaÆya ¡s¡

w

½þÉMÆ ÉÉºÉÚxÉ ¤ÉºÉº]Äõb÷ ÊEòiÉ±ÉÉä {ÉèºÉ +ÉºÉÉ
h¡´g¡s£na basas¶aÄ·a kital° p®sa ¡s¡
w

vim¡nata½¡ra p¡vap¡ka kital° v®½a l¡gat¡ ?

¿r¢ raghun¡tha h¡´g¡ ¡s¡ ?
Please Tell Him To Call Back As Soon As He Is
Free

(={ÉEòÉ®ú Eò°üxÉ) iÉÉä ¨ÉäFò³ýÉä VÉÉ±ªÉÉ¤É®úÉ¤É®ú iÉÉEòÉ
¨½þVÉäEòbä÷xÉ =±ÉÉå´ÉEò ºÉÉÆMÉ

(upak¡ra kar£na) t° m®qa½° j¡ly¡bar¡bara t¡k¡
mhaj®ka·®na uloÆvaka s¡´ga
w

j®va¸a suv¡d¢ka ¡s¡
w

parab¢Æ
w

Excuse Me

t£Æ bar° disat¡ ¡Æ !
w

w

From Which Platform Can I Get The Train To
Chandigarh?

SÉÆnùÒMÉb÷ÉEò ´ÉSÉ{ÉÉSÉÒ MÉÉb÷Ò JÉÆªÉSªÉÉ {±Éì]õ¡òÉ¨ÉÉÇ®ú
(¡ò±ÉÉ]õÉ®ú) ¨Éä³ý]õ±ÉÒ
cand¢ga·¡ka vacap¡c¢ g¡·¢ khaÆyacy¡
pl¯¶aph¡rm¡ra (phal¡¶¡ra) m®½a¶al¢
w

Does This Train Stop At Aligarh ?

½þÒ +ÉMÉMÉÉb÷Ò +±ÉÒMÉb÷ÉEò lÉÉÆ¤ÉiÉÉ ?
h¢ ¡gag¡·¢ al¢ga·¡ka th¡mbat¡ ?
w

How Many Kids Do You Have ?

Wish You Happy New Year

iÉÖEòÉ xÉ´Éå ´ÉºÉÇ ºÉÖJÉÊnùhÉå VÉÉÆ´É
tuk¡ naveÆ varsa sukhadi¸®Æ j¡Æva
w

I Wish You All The Happiness

½þÉ´Æ É iÉÖEòÉ / iÉÖ¨ÉEòÉÆ ºÉMÉ³ýÒ ºÉÖJÉÉÆ +ÉÆ´Ébå÷iÉÉÆ
h¡Æva tuk¡ / tumak¡Æ saga½¢ sukh¡Æ
¡Æva·®nt¡Æ
w

Congratulations On your Marriage

iÉÖEòÉ / iÉÖ¨ÉEòÉÆ ±ÉMxÉÉSÉÒ {É®ú¤ÉÓ

¨ÉJÉ±ÉÉ¶ÉÒ Eò®ú
makhal¡¿¢ kara

You Look Lovely !

iÉÚÆ ¤É®úÉä ÊnùºÉiÉÉ +ÉÆ !

iÉÉEòÉ ÊEòiÉ±Éä {Éb÷]õ±Éä ? iÉÉEòÉ ÊEòiÉ±ÉÉä JÉSÉÇ ªÉäiÉ±ÉÉä
w

Congratulations

{É®ú¤ÉÓ

How Much Will It Cost ?
t¡k¡ kital® pa·a¶al® ? t¡k¡ kitalo kharca y®talo

Food Is Delicious

VÉä´ÉhÉ ºÉÖ´ÉÉnùÒEò +ÉºÉÉ

Is Mr. Raghunath Here ?

¸ÉÒ ®úPÉÖxÉÉlÉ ½þÉMÆ ÉÉ +ÉºÉÉ ?
w

w

How Long It Takes To Reach The Airport ?

Ê´É¨ÉÉxÉiÉ³ýÉ®ú {ÉÉ´É{ÉÉEò ÊEòiÉ±ÉÉä ´Éä³ý ±ÉÉMÉiÉÉ ?
w

t¢ / teÆ khar¢ca / khar®µca sundara ¡s¡

How Long Is The Bus Terminal From Here ?

tuk¡ / tumak¡Æ lagn¡c¢ parab¢Æ
w

Keep Your Eyes Wide Open Before Marriage
And Half shut Afterwards

±ÉMxÉÉ+ÉnùÓ iÉÖVÉä nùÉ³ä ýä {ÉÖ®úÉªÉ =Häò nù´É®ú +ÉxÉÒ ={É®úÉiÆ É
+næù vÉÉÆ{ÉÒ±±Éä nù´É®ú
lagn¡¡d¢Æ tuje do½e pur¡ya ukte davara ¡n¢
upar¡nta arde dh¡mp¢lle davara
(Courtesy : Prof. K.J. Mahale, Former Vice
Chancellor of Manipur University
E-mail : mahale1@goatelecom.com
Tel : 0832-239250)

iÉÖEòÉ ÊEòiÉ±ÉÓ ¦ÉÖ®úMÉÓ ? (+ÉºÉÉiÉ)
tuk¡ kital¢Æ bhurag¢Æ ? (¡s¡ta)
w

This Gift Is Wonderful

½þÒ ¦Éå]õ´ÉºiÉ ºÉÉä¤ÉÒiÉ +ÉºÉÉ
h¢ bh®¸¶avasta sob¢ta ¡s¡
w

It Is Really Pretty

iÉÒ * iÉå JÉ®úÒSÉ* JÉ®åúSÉ ºÉÖnÆ ù®ú +ÉºÉÉ
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3.2.4 Sindhi Design Guide
History of the Sindhi Language
Sindhi belongs to the North-Western group of IndoAryan Languages. It is one of the major literary
languages of Indo-Pakistan sub-continent. It has its
origin from an old Indo-Aryan dialect or Primary
Prakrit spoken in the region of Sindh at the time of
Compilation of the Vedas or perhaps some centuries
before that. Glimpses of that dialect can be seen to
some extent in the literary language of the hymns of
the Rig-Veda. Sindhi, like other languages of this
family, has passed through old Indo-Aryan
(i.e.Sanskrit) and Middle Indo-Aryan (i.e. Pali,
Secondary Prakrits and Apabhramsha) stages of
growth, and entered the New Indo-Aryan stage
around the tenth century A.D. As the Sindh region
is situated near the North-Western borders of
undivided India, it suffered frequent invasions. It
remained under the Muslim rule for more than
eleven hundred years. Hence, Sindhi borrowed
comparatively more Arabic and Persian words. In
spite of this, the basic vocabulary and grammatical
structure of Sindhi has remained mostly unchanged.
Population using the Sindhi language
The Sindhi language is predominantly spoken in
Sindh, the region which has become a part of
Pakistan after the partition of India in 1947. As a
result, about 1.2 million Sindhi-Speaking Hindus,
compelled by the socio-political crisis of that period,
migrated to India. Sindhis in India have no particular
linguistic state, but considering their justified
demand, the Sindhi language was recognised in the
VIII Schedule of the Constitution of India on April
10, 1967. The Sindhi-speaking people are spread
throughout India, with main concentration in the
cities and towns of Gujarat (Ahemadabad and
Vadodara ), Maharashtra (Mumbai, Ulhasnagar and
Pune), Rajasthan (Ajmer, Jaipur, Jodhpur and
Udaipur ), Uttar Pardesh (Agra, Kanpur, Lucknow
and Varanasi), Madhya Pardesh (Bhopal, Indore,
Gwalior) and in Delhi. The Sindhi language has
shown satisfactory growth in India as well as in
Pakistan in educational, literary and cultured fields.
It is also used as an official language in
Sindh(Pakistan). Accoding to 1981 Census Report
of Pakistan there are about fifteen million people
who have declared Sindhi as their mother tongue.
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On the other hand, according to the 1991 Census
Report of India, there are about 2.2 million Sindhispeaking people residing in different provinces of
the country. Most of the Sindhi Hindus belong to
the business community. Hence, about two million
Sindhis are permanently settled in other countries
of the world.
Scripts used for writing Sindhi
The Sindhi language is written mainly in two scripts,
Viz. Devanagari-Sindhi and Arabic-Sindhi.
Devanagari-Sindhi Script is based upon Devanagari
writing system used for Sanskrit and Hindi, with
four additional characters x] t] M] c representing
implosive sounds of Sindhi. On the other hand,
Arabic-Sindhi script is based upon the Arabic writing
system. It consists of 52 characters standardized by
the British government in 1853, by additions and
modifications of the basic 28 characters used for
Arabic language.
Apart from these, the Sindhi language has its own
indigenous old script called “Sindhi”, which has its
origin in Proto-Nagari, Brahmi and Indus Valley
scripts. Its use, how ever, is now restricted to
commercial correspondence by some traders and in
religious scriptures of Ismaili Khoja Muslims of
Sindh. Considering the present Socio-Cultural
situation of Sindhis in India, the Devanagari-Sindhi
script is being increasingly used to preserve and
promote their literary and cultured heritage.
Devanagari-Sindhi Alphabet
(1) Vowels :
+
a

+É
¡

<
i

<Ç
¢

=
u

>ð
£

@ñ
¤

B
e

Bä
®

+Éä
o

+Éè
au

Note: @ñ is used for writing Sanskrit words inherited
by Sindhi in tatsam form.
(2) Consonants :

Eò

Fò

JÉ

ka

qa

kh

ca cha

ja

SÉ

Uô

]õ
¶
iÉ

B
¶h
lÉ

ta

tha

VÉ

KÉ

MÉ

NÉ

PÉ

WÉ

g

ZÉ

gha

gha

za

jha

µa

¤

·ha

¤ha

Áa

ga

ja

t

b

M

nù

vÉ

xÉ

da

dha

na

·

È

c÷

x

fø

\É
g

hÉ

´a

Ró

¸a

{É

¡ò

¢ò

¤É

c

¦É

¨É

p

ph

fa

ba

ba

bha

ma

ya

ra

la

va

¿a

Àa

sa

ha

ªÉ
¶É

®

¹É

±É

´É

ºÉ

Typical Colloquial Sentences in Sindhi
GREETING
w

½þ

½þ®äú ®úÉ¨É
Hare R¡m

Special Conjunct consonants

IÉ

jÉ

YÉ

¸É

w

Cavo Jhulel¡l

$

w

Notes :-

Good Afternoon

SÉ´ÉÉä ZÉÖ±Éä±ÉÉ±É

(1) Implosive consonants are written by putting line
below (+vÉÉä®äúJÉÉ) the corresponding explosive
consonant.
ga

Good Morning

SÉ´ÉÉä ZÉÖ±Éä±ÉÉ±É

Ancient Sign (om)

x

Hello

t
ja

M

·a

Cavo Jhulel¡l
w

SÉ´ÉÉä ZÉÖ±Éä±ÉÉ±É

c

ba

(2) Fò (qa), KÉ (kha), NÉ gha, WÉ (za) and ¢ò (fa)
represent consonants borrowed by Sindhi from
Arabic, Persian or English.
(3) c (¤a) represents retroflex consonant, while gø
(¤ha) represents aspirated retroflex consonant.

Cavo Jhulel¡l
w

(6) $ is ancient special character inherited by
Sindhi from Sanskrit.
(7) Devenagari-Sindhi writing system follows
Hindi method of writing in all other respects,
such as, - vowel signs attached with consonants,
diacritic marks, punctuation’s, numerals,
conjunct consonants, Halant marker, anuswara,
etc.
(Courtesy : Dr. M.K. Jetley, Linguist & Sindhi
Expert, New Delhi Tel : 011-2146121)

Good Bye

SÉÆMÉÉä ½þ±±ÉÉ lÉÒ
Cango Hall¡n th¢
w

Thanks

¨Éä½þ®ú¤ÉÉxÉÒ

(4) ¹É (Àa) is used only in Sanskrit words inherited
by Sindhi.
(5) IÉ (kÀa), jÉ (tra), YÉ (gya/jµ) and ¸É (¿ra) are
special characters representing some conjunct
consonant.

Good Night

Meharb¡n¢
w

How are you

iÉ´½þÉÄ EòÓ+ +ÉÊ½þªÉÉä ?/ iÉ´½þÉVÆ ÉÉä EòÊ½þc÷Éä ½þÉ±É +É½äþ *
Tanw¡ k¢n ¡hiyo?/ tanw¡jo kahi¤o h¡l ¡he
w

I am fine thank you

¨ÉÉ Bhd +ÉÊ½þªÉÉÄ ¶ÉÖGò +É½äþ
M¡ ¶h¢k ¡hiy¡n ¿ukra ¡he
w

Sorry

¨ÉÉ¡ò EòVÉÉä
M¡ph Kajo
WEATHER
w It is cold

lÉÊvÉ +É½äþ *
Thadhi ¡he
w

It is cool outside

¤ÉÉÊ½þÊ®ú lÉÊvÉ +É½äþ *
Bahiri Thadhi ¡he
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w

w

It is hot

w

MÉ®ú¨ÉÒ +É½äþ *

¤ÉºÉ ]õÌ¨ÉxÉ±É Ê½þiÉÉÆ EäòÊiÉ®úÉä {É®äú +É½äþ *

Garm¢ ¡he

Bus Terminal Hit¡n ketiro pare ¡he

It is raining

¤É®úºÉÉiÉ lÉÒ {É´Éä */ ¤É®úºÉÉiÉ +SÉÒ ®ú½þÒ +É½äþ *

w

GENERAL
w What is Your Name?

Airport Pahucha¸ men ketiro waqtu lagando
w

Chha Mr. Raghun¡th Hite ¡he
w

Muhinjo N¡lo Ranjan ¡he

w

I live near Ghantaghar

hin men ketiro p®s¡ lagund¡ / h¢ gha¤e ¡he
w

Tanwh¡j¢ umiri katiri ¡he

Mukhe m¡ph kajo
w

½Úþ <¨ÉÉ®úiÉ Êb÷PÉÒ +É½äþ *

Chan·iga¤h l¡i g¡di mukhe kahi¤e paltform t¡n
Milad¢

H£ im¡rat ·igh¢ ¡he

½Úþ+ UôÉÊä EòÊ®ú ºÉÖÊ½þÊhÉ +É½äþ *

w

I like Bengali sweets

¨ÉÖJÉä ¤ÉÆMÉÉ±ÉÒ feBkbZ ´ÉhÉÆnùÒ +É½äþ *

Ch¡ h¢ g¡d¢ Al¢ga¤h te B¢hand¢
w

I love birds

¨ÉÖJÉä {ÉÊJÉªÉÖÊxÉ ºÉÉÆ {ªÉÉ®ú +É½äþ *

Tanw¡hkhe ketir¡ B¡r ¡hini
w

Where is Railway Station?

®äú±É´Éä º]äõ¶ÉxÉ ÊEòlÉä +É½äþ *
Railway Station Kithe ¡he
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The gift is wonderful

½þÒ+ ºÉÚÊJÉc÷Ò iÉ¨ÉÉ¨É lqBh +É½äþ *

mukhe pakhiyuni s¡n py¡r ¡he
w

How many kids do you have?

iÉ´½þÉJÆ Éä EäòÊiÉ®úÉ ¤ÉÂÉ®ú +ÉÊ½þÊxÉ ?

Mukhe Beng¡l¢ Mi¶ha¢ varha¸d¢ ¡he
w

Does this train stop at Aligarh?

UôÉ ½þÒ+ MÉÉnÂùÒ +±ÉÒMÉfø iÉä ¤ÉÒ½ÆþnùÒ ?

H£ Chokiri Suhi¸i ¡he
w

From Which Platform can I get the train for
Chandigarh?

SÉÆb÷ÒMÉfø ±ÉÉ< MÉÉnÂùÒ ¨ÉÖJÆ Éä EòÊ½þc÷ä {±Éä]õ¢òÉ¨ÉÇ iÉÉÆ Ê¨É±ÉnùÒ

That building is tall

She is beautiful

Excuse me

¨ÉÖJÉä ¨ÉÉ¡ò EòVÉÉä *

How old are you?

iÉ´½þÉVÄ ÉÒ =Ê¨ÉÊ®ú EòÊiÉÊ®ú +É½äþ ?

w

How much will it cost?

Ê½þxÉÂ ¨Éå EäòÊiÉ®úÉä {ÉèºÉÉ ±ÉMÉÖnÆ ùÉ/ ½þÒ PÉcä÷ +É½äþ

M¡ Ghan¶¡ghar je p¡se rahando ¡hyan

w

w

Tanwh¡ kithe Rahand¡ ¡hiyo

¨ÉÉÆ PÉÆ]õÉPÉ®ú VÉä {ÉÉºÉä ®ú½þÆnùÉä +ÉÊ½þªÉÉÄ *
w

J¢n H£ V¡ndo thir Hunkhe v¡pas phone karan l¡i
caijo

Where do you live?

iÉ´½þÉÄ ÊEòlÉä ®ú½þÆnùÉ +ÉÊ½þªÉÉä *

Please tell him to call back as soon as he is free

VÉÓ+ ½Úþ ´ÉÉÆnùÉä ÊlÉ®ú ½ÖþxÉJÉä ´ÉÉ{ÉºÉ ¢òÉäxÉ Eò®úhÉ ±ÉÉ<
SÉ<VÉÉä *

My Name is Ranjan

¨ÉÖÊÆ ½þVÉÉä xÉÉ±ÉÉä ®ÆúVÉxÉ +É½äþ *
w

Is Mr. Raghunath There?

UôÉ Ê¨É. ®úPÉÖxÉÉlÉ Ê½þiÉä +É½äþ ?

iÉ´½þÉVÄ ÉÉä xÉÉ±ÉÉä UôÉ +É½äþ ?
Tanwh¡jo N¡lo cha ¡he

How long will it take to reach the airport?

½þ´ÉÉ<Ç +dä÷ {É½ÖþÆSÉhÉ ¨Éå EäòÊiÉ®úÉä ´ÉCiÉÖ ±ÉMÉÆnùÉä ?

Bars¡t th¢ pawe / bars¡t ac¢ rah¢ ¡he

w

How far is the Bus Terminal from here?

H¢ S£kh¤¢ Tam¡m su¶h¢ ¡he
w

It is really pretty

½þÒ+ ¶É< iÉ¨ÉÉ¨É ºÉÖÊ½þc÷Ò +É½äþ *
H¢ ¿i tam¡m suhi¤¢ ¡he

w

Food is delicious

JÉÉvÉÉä iÉ¨ÉÉ¨ÉÖ º´ÉÉÊnù¹]õ +É½äþ *
Kh¡dho tam¡mu Sw¡diÀh¶ ¡he
w

Congratulations

´ÉÉvÉÉÆªÉÚ
V¡dh¡ny£
w

You look lovely

iÉ´½þÉÆ iÉ¨ÉÉ¨ÉÖ ºÉÖÊ½þhÉÉ ±ÉMÉÒ ®úÊ½þªÉÉ +ÉÊ½þªÉ */ iÉÚ ºÉÖÊ½þhÉÒ
lÉÒ ±ÉMÉÒ *
Tanwh¡ tam¡mu suhi¸¡ lag¢ Rahiy¡ ¡hiya / T£
Suhi¸¢ Th¢ lag¢
w

Wish you happy new year

xÉB ºÉ±É VÉÚÆ ´ÉvÉÉªÉÚÆ *
Nae sal j£n v¡dh¡ny£
w

I wish you all the happiness

<Ç·É®ú ¶É±É iÉ´½þÉJÆ Éä JÉÖ¶É ®úJÉä *
Ì¿war ¿al Tanw¡hkhe Khu¿a rakhe
w

Congratulations on your marriage

¶ÉÉnùÒ+ VÉÚÆ ´ÉvÉÉªÉÚÆ
á¡d¢ j£n V¡dh¡ny£
w

Keep your eyes wide open before marriage and
half shut afterwards

¶ÉÉnùÒ+ JÉÉÆ {ÉÊ½þÊ®ú {ÉÚ®úÒ Bå ¶ÉÉnùÒ+ JÉÉÆ {ÉÉä<ú +vÉÖ +ÊJÉªÉÚÆ
JÉÖÊ±ÉªÉ±É ®úJÉÉä *
á¡d¢ kh¡n pahiri p£r¢, en ¿¡d¢ kh¡n poi Adhu
Akhiy£n Khulial Rakho
(Courtesy : Ms Jyoti Arora, MC&IT, New Delhi
E-mail : pkc@mit.gov.in Tel : 4301878)

3.2.5 Nepali Design Guide
Introduction (PARICHAYA)
Nepal, cut by 28-degree latitude (+IÉÉÆ¶É) south of
the Himalayan main ridge, is an ancient country as
the earliest reference about Nepal is found in the
Arthashartra of Kautilya. Being a land-locked
country, the nearest seacoast being about 700miles
from its border. It borders with India in the East,
South & West and in the North with the China.
The area of Nepal is 147-181sq.kilomaters. Nepalese
Time is 5 hours 45 minutes ahead of GMT and 15
minutes ahead of IST. It has a population of nearly
25 million people. Nepal is divided into 14 Anchals
(Zones) and 75 districts.
Being a Himalayan Kingdom, altitude varies from
70 meters to 8848 meters. The Himalayan region
in the north lies at an altitude between 16,000 to
29,000 feet. It is in this region that the world famous
peaks of Mount Everest (SAGARMATHAA, as the
Nepalese call it) and Kanchanjunga, Makalu,
Muktinath, Dhaulagiri, Annapurna and Ganesh
Himal are situated. Its average length from the Mechi
river on the east to the Mahakali River on the west
is 550 miles. The width varies from 150 miles in
the eastern sector to about 90 miles in the western
region.
The foundation of the modern state of Nepal was
laid by the king of Gorkha, PRITHVINARAYAN
SHAH, in A.D. 1769. The Present Shah dynasty of
Nepal was ascended the throne in 1768. Presently,
Kathmandu is the Capital of Nepal.
It is the only independent Hindu Kingdom in the
world and lies at the foot of mighty Himalayas. This
ancient kingdom, which finds its mention in the
Kautilya Arthashastra, supposed to have been written
in 3rd century B.C, and Skanda Purana, is inhabited
by the people of different castes and creeds, speaking
different languages such as Nepali, Newari, Bhutia,
Tamang, Lepcha, Magar, Maithili and Hindi etc.
Bhutias, Tamangs, Limbus, Rais and Sherpas, who
have earned international fame due to their
mountaineering adventures, live in the north and
east part of the land whereas Newars are settled in
the centre and the Magars, the Kiratis and the
Gurungs are settled along the Mahabharat ranges.
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In the terai region of the land live the Tharus,
Maithils, Dhunals, Jaisis, the Kshatriyas and the
Brahmins. All those people have their own traditions,
customs, colourfull customs, dialects and ways of living.
The main religions are Hinduism and Buddhism.
90% of the population are Hindus and 8.5% are
Buddhists. Rest belongs to other religions like Islam
Sikhism etc. All religions in this land have flourished
side by side and one can see the minarets of Mosques,
Gurdwaras and other places of worship. The temple
of Pashupatinath in Kathmandu occupies an
exceptional place in the cultural history of IndoNepal relations. Similarly, the stupa of
Swayambhunath in Kathmandu is a famous place
of pilgrimage for the Buddhists of all over the world.
It is now a multi-party democracy with the
constitutional monarchy and the new democratic
constitution of the kingdom of Nepal was
promulgated on November 9,1990.
Language (BHËSHË)
Nepali has been official language of Nepal since
A.D.1768 and is written in the DEVENAGARI
script. Nepali was declared constitutional language
of Government of India in 1992.
Nepali Language was formerly called ‘KHËSKURË’,
‘PARBATIË’ and ‘GORKHËLI’. Now it is the national
Language and ‘Lingua Franca’ of Nepal. It belongs
to the Indo-Aryan group of Languages. Being a
permanent home of many castes and tribes, there
are people living in Nepal who also speak TibetoBurman dialects. Nepali language is enriched by
Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, French, Persian,
Portuguese, Turkish and English terminologies in
addition to the words used by many tribes. Being a
direct descendant of Sanskrit, it has many tatsam
words and influence of Sanskrit.
Population using Nepali Language
Nepali language has the privilege to be ‘Lingua
Franca’ in the northern districts of West Bengal and
Sikkim in India. In addition, it is widely spoken in
many pockets of Arunachal Pradesh, Assam,
Meghalaya, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh,
Uttar Pradesh, Uttaranchal and Punjab. It has been
an official language in the district of Darjeeling (W.B)
since 1961 and that of Sikkim since 1974 i.e. ever
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since its amalgamation in India. Now it has formed
a prestigious place in the 8th schedule of the Indian
constitution. In addition, the language is also
extensively spoken in the southern part of Bhutan.
Many people living in Myanmar, Australia, UK,
USA, Singapore and Hongkong also speak Nepali.
Census data of 1991 (Census of India) shows that it
is one of the three main languages in some of the
states, namely Arunachal Pradesh (Number of
Speakers- 81,176, percentage 9.4) and Sikkim
(number of speakers- 2,56,418, percentage 63.1)
Number of Nepali language speakers (per 10,000
persons) stands at 25 as per the census of India, 1991.
Technical characteristics (PRABIDHIK SWAROOP)
Nepali Alphabet Characteristics
The Nepali language is written in the Devenagari
script which is also the script for Sanskrit. The
alphabet consist of 13 vowels and 36 consonants, as
given below:
(a) Vowels ¼Loj½
+ +É

<

<Ç

=

>ð @ñ B Bä +Éä +Éè +Æ +&

a

i

¢

u

£

¡

¥

e

e

o

¡£ am ah

(i)The vowel @ñ occurs only in Sanskrit words
borrowed into Nepali as in Hindi.
(ii) #Æ (anuswara) and #& (visarg) are often included

in the list of vowel letter and are usually written as +Æ
and +&, but so as Nepali is concerned, they are mostly
used with consonant.
(iii)

For all practical purposes, +-+É, <-<Ç and =-

>ð may be regarded as pairs of short and long vowels.
B-Bä and +Éä-+Éè are all long vowels.
Dependent Vowel Signs (ek=k Matr¡s)
To indicate a vowel sound other than the implicit
one, a vowel sign is attached to the consonant. Thus,
there are equivalent vowel signs for all the vowels.
Explicit appearance of a vowel sign in a syllable
overrides the inherent vowel. These vowel signs can
exist alone below, to the right or to the left of the
consonant to which it is applied. The vowel signs
mostly come after the consonant letters as below: -

+É = É,
@ñ = ,Þ

<=Ê,
B = ,ä

<Ç = Ò,
Bä = ,è

= = ,Ö
+Éä = Éä,

>ð = Ú
+Éè = Éè

+ (a) has no matra. The matras É (+É ), Ò (<),Éä (+Éä), Éè
(+Éè )are written after the consonant whereas Ê (<) is
written before, Ö (=), Ú (>ð) and Þ (@ñ )are written
below and ä (B) and è (Bä ) are written above. Thus
EÂò
EÂò
EÂò
EÂò
EÂò

+
+
+
+
+

+É
<
<Ç
=
>ð

=
=
=
=
=

EòÉ
ÊEò
EòÒ
EÖò
EÚò

EÂò
EÂò
EÂò
EÂò
EÂò

+
+
+
+
+

@ñ
B
Bä
+Éä
+Éè

=
=
=
=
=

EÞò
Eäò
Eèò
EòÉä
EòÉè

The common conjuncts used and rules for conjuncts
formation in Nepali are same as in Hindi.

With ®Âú (r) = and >ð matras are written in an
exceptional form i.e. ®Âú + = = ¯û and ®Âú + >ð = °ü
It may be noted that the matra is tagged on to the
consonant letter and is never written in full. Thus,

EÂò + < (k + i) will not be written as Eò< but as ÊEò, EÂò
+ = = EÖò is the correct form of matra and not Eò=. In

Eò< (kai) and Eò= (kau) forms, < and = are vowel in
full form, not the matras.
(b) Consonant Letters (O;atu o.kZ VYANJAN VARÛA)

Eò (ka)
SÉ (ca)
]õ (¶a)
iÉ (ta)
{É (pa)
ªÉ (ya)
¹É (Àa)

JÉ (kha) MÉ (ga)
Uô (cha) VÉ (ja)
B (¶ha) b÷ (·a)
lÉ (tha) n (da)
¡ò (pha) ¤É (ba)
® (ra) ±É (la)
ºÉ (sa) ½þ (ha)

PÉ (gha)
ZÉ (jha)
fø (·ha)
vÉ (dha)
¦É (bha)

´É (va)

Consonant Conjuncts (VYANJAN SANDHI)
The device of conjoining consonant letters was used
in writing Sanskrit to indicate the pronunciation of
consonants without an intervening inherent /a/.
Traditional conjunct consonant letters i.e. IÉ (ksha),
YÉ (jµa), jÉ (tra), ¸É (¿ra) and t (dya). It is to be noted
that in Hindi YÉ is pronounced as MªÉ (gya). Traditional
conjunct consonant letters are very common in
Sanskrit loanwords.

R (´a)
\É (µa)
hÉ (¸a)
xÉ (na)
¨É (ma)
¶É (¿a)

The following points are to be noted:
(i) + (a) is a inherent in each consonant letter.
(ii) ¹É (Àa) occurs only in Sanskrit words borrowed
into Nepali.
(iii) Ró (´a), \É (µa) and hÉ (¸a) never occur in the
beginning of the word; Ró and \É and never occur
independently themselves. They are always combined
with a following consonant.
The first twenty-five consonants i.e. (ka) to (ma) are divided
into five categories (Vargas) as in Hindi. Rest of the
consonants can be placed in an unmarked category.

Halant, Nukta, Visarga, Avagraha & Anuswara
The use of Halant and Visarga is the same in Nepali
as in Hindi. Nukt¡ (iÉ±É ±ÉäÊJÉxÉä lÉÉä{±ÉÉä) is not in used
in standard Nepali in Nepal, however it is found in
some Nepali books published in India.
Anusw¡ra #Æ indicates a nasal sound. It is a
‘homorganic’ nasal representing Ró, \É, hÉ, xÉÂ, and ¨ÉÂ
belonging to any of the five consonant categories.
When the nasal consonant precedes the consonant
of the same category, it will be taken as anusw¡ra.
For example, ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú (SaNsaR), ´ÉÆÆ¶É (vaNsh) etc.
Here ‘N’ is the sign of anusw¡ra. It is to be noted
that in Nepali anusw¡ra #Æ is not usually used as a
homorganic nasal for nasal consonants RÂó, \ÉÂ, hÉÂ, xÉÂ,
¨ÉÂ. These nasal consonants (+xÉÖxÉÉÊºÉEò ´ªÉÆVÉxÉ) are used
themselves. Other properties of the anusw¡ra in
Nepali are same as in Hindi.
Anunasik
The superscript sign (+IÉ®ú ¨ ÉÉÊlÉ ½þ É Ê±ÉxÉä ÊSÉ¼xÉ)
‘chandrabindu’ (#Ä) represents anun¡sik (+xÉÖxÉÉÊºÉEò)
sound. It is placed above a vowel denoting vowel
nasality through the nose. E.g.

½þÉÄ - +ÉÄJÉÉ

when a consonant has a vowel sign i.e. m¡tr¡ above
its headline, the chandrabindu (#Ä) will be used as
‘anusw¡ra’ although this anusw¡ra represents anun¡sik
sound i.e. chandrabindu.
Numerals (SANKHYA BODHAK)
Nepali uses the same numerals as in Hindi. In some
places use of Roman numerals is also found. Nepali
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also uses marks SÉÉèlÉÉä (1/4) chautho, +ÉvÉÉ ¡dh¡ (1/
2), {ÉÉèxÉä paune (3/4), ºÉ´ÉÉ sav¡ (1¼), bä÷fø ·e·h (1½),
and +føÉ<Ç a·h¡¢ (2½).
Punctuation Marks (Virama)
In Nepali, Sentences are concluded with the vertical
mark (*) called Purn viram. The vertical stroke is
also used for marking the end of the first hemistich
i.e. half verse. For marking the end of the verse itself
two vertical strokes called deergh viram may be used.

ºÉMÉ®ú ¦É®úÒ xÉÉè±ÉÉJÉä iÉÉ®úÉ ¨É MÉxxÉ ºÉÎCiÉxÉ *
{Éä]õEòÉä EÖò®úÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉÖxxÉä +É=ÄUô ¨É ¦ÉxxÉ ºÉÎCiÉxÉ **
The rest of the punctuation marks in Nepali are same
as in Hindi / Roman.
Ancient Signs (PRACHIN CHINHA)
g (Swasti), Jh (shri) are mostly used in
Nepali as in Hindi and Sanskrit.

Dates
The dates of the month in Nepali calendar are same
as in Hindi. There is a slight difference in
pronunciation and writing of some of the dates as
mentioned below:

{É\SÉ¨ÉÒ paµcm¢ (5), jÉªÉÉänù¶ÉÒ trioda¿¢ (13), +¨ÉÉ´ÉºªÉÉ/
+ÉéºÉÒ am¡vasy¡ (15)
Time
Time in Indian context in {É±ÉÉ/{É½þ®ú (pal¡/pahar), PÉb÷Ò
(gha·¢), {É±ÉÉ (pal¡) and +IÉ®ú (ak¿ar). A {É±ÉÉ/{É½þ®ú (pal¡/
pahar) (in Sanskrit it is called ‘|É½þ®ú’) is 1/8 of day
and night i.e. 3 hours.
A ‘PÉb÷Ò’ (gha·¢) is 1/60 of days and night i.e. 24
minutes.

$ (Om),

A ‘PÉb÷Ò’ is divided into 60 parts which are called +IÉ®ú
(akshar).

Formats of Units

These time points can be explained as under:

Calendar
The era prevalent in the Nepali speaking area is
‘Vikram Samvat’ started by the king Vikram. It
differs from the christian era by +57 years. The new
year of Nepalese Calendar begins on the 1st day of
month BÓSAKH (¤Éè¶ÉÉJÉ) i.e. on the 14th day of April
of christian year. The twelve months of the Vikram
Samvat are named in Nepali: (Sanskrit months are
given in the bracket)

+IÉ®úÃ = 24/60
{É±ÉÉ = 60 +IÉ®ú
PÉb÷Ò = 60 {É±ÉÉ
{É½þ®ú = 7.5 PÉb÷Ò

SÉèiÉ ca®t (SÉèjÉ), ¤Éè¶ÉÉJÉ b®¿¡kh (´Éè¶ÉÉJÉ), tsB je¶h (T;s"B),
+¹ÉÉfø aÀ¡·h (+É¹ÉÉgø), ºÉÉ=xÉ Saun (¸ÉÉ´ÉhÉ), ¦ÉnùÉè Bhadau
(¦ÉÉpù{Énù), +ºÉÉäVÉ Asoj, (+ÉÎ¶´ÉxÉ), EòÉÊkÉEò Katik (EòÉÌiÉEò),
¨ÉRÂóÊºÉ® agahan (¨ÉÉMÉÇ¶ÉÒ¹ÉÇ), {ÉÚºÉ p£s ({ÉÉè¹É), ¨ÉÉPÉ m¡gh
(¨ÉÉPÉ), ¡òÉMÉÖxÉ ph¡gun (¡òÉ±MÉÖxÉ)
Week Days
Seven days of the week are named as follows:
®úÊ´É´ÉÉ®ú (+É<iÉ´ÉÉ®ú)
Raviv¡r/Ëitv¡r
(Sunday)
ºÉÉä¨É´ÉÉ®ú
Somv¡r
(Monday)
¨ÉÆMÉ±É´ÉÉ®ú
Mangalv¡r
(Tuesday)
¤ÉÖvÉ´ÉÉ®ú
Budhv¡r
Wednesday)
MÉÖ°ü´ÉÉ®ú (¤ÉÞ½þº{ÉÊiÉ´ÉÉ®ú) Gur£v¡r/B¤ihspativ¡r
(Thursday)
¶ÉÖGò´ÉÉ®ú
áukrav¡r
(Friday)
¶ÉÊxÉ´ÉÉ®ú (¶ÉÊxÉ¶SÉ®ú´ÉÉ®úú) áaniv¡r/áani¿carv¡r
(Saturday)
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day + night = 60 PÉb÷Ò

(=2/5 Seconds)
(=24 Seconds)
( = 24 minutes)
(= 3 hours)
= 24 hours and 8 {É½þ®ú

Currency
The principal unit of currency is the rupee (°üÊ{ÉªÉÉÄ).
A rupee has a hundred p®s¡. Metallic coins are one
p®s¡, 2 p®s¡, 3 p®s¡, 5 p®s¡, 10 p®s¡, 20 p®s¡, 25
p®s¡, 50 p®s¡, one rupee, two rupees, five rupees.
Currency notes are for one rupee, two rupees, five
rupees, ten rupees twenty rupees, fifty rupees, one
hundred rupees, five hundred rupees and one
thousand rupees.
Previously, rupee had 16 ¡n¡s, mohar has eight ¡n¡s,
suk¡ had four ¡n¡s, ¶ak¡ was half ¡n¡, p®s¡ was onefourth ¡n¡. Now this type of currency is not
prevalent.
Weight and Measures
(a) The unit of weight is ‘ºÉä®ú’ (ser) which is divided
into sixteen parts called ‘Uô]õÉEò’ (cha¶¡k). It can be
described as following.

4 Uô]õÉEò
8 Uô]õÉEò
16 Uô]õÉEò
40 ºÉä®ú

=
=
=
=

1 {ÉÉ= (quarter)
+ÉvÉÉ ºÉä®ú (half ser)
1 ºÉä®ú (ser)
1 ¨ÉxÉ (maund)

(b) For weighing gold, silver etc. as well as medicines,
the following weights are used:
8 JÉºÉJÉºÉ
= 1 SÉÉ¨É±É
8 SÉÉ´É±É
= 1 ®úkÉÒ
8 ®úkÉÒ
= 1 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ
12 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ
= 1 iÉÉä±ÉÉ
5 iÉÉä±ÉÉ
= 1 Uô]õÉEò (cha¶¡k)
(c) The unit for linear measurement is MÉVÉ (yard) as
shown below:
12 <ÆSÉ
= 1 ¡Öò]õ (feet)
3 ¡Öò]õ
= 1 MÉVÉ
220 MÉVÉ
= 1 ò¡ôÌWÊ ó
8 ò¡ôÌWÊ ó

=

1 ¤ÉÉÊ±É¶iÉ

=

1 ½þÉlÉ
1 MÉVÉ

1 ¨ÉÉ<±É (mile)
1 +ÉvÉÉ

½þÉiÉ (half hand)
= +ÉvÉÉ MÉVÉ (half yard)
= 16 ÊMÉ®ú½þ

(d)Land areas are measured in the following way:
(a)
144 ´ÉMÉÇ <ÆSÉ
9 ´ÉMÉÇ ¡Öò]
4840 ´ÉMÉÇ MÉVÉ
(b)
20 Ê¤ÉºÉ´ÉÉÆºÉÒ
20 Ê¤É¶´ÉÉ
31/4 Ê¤ÉPÉÉ
14,400 ´ÉMÉÇ ¡Öò]õ

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

1 ´ÉMÉÇ ¡Öò]õ (Square foot)
1 ´ÉMÉÇ MÉVÉ (Square yard)
1 BEòb÷ (acre)
1 Ê¤É¶´ÉÉ (bi¿w¡)
1 ¤ÉÒPÉÉ
1 BEòb÷
1 Ê¤ÉPÉÉ

1 MªÉÉ±ÉxÉ

=

1 Ê±É]õ®ú
1000 Ê±É]õ®

=
=

about 4.5 Ê±É]õ®ú (Litres)
1.75 Ë{É]õ (pint)
1 ÊEò±ÉÉäÊ±É]õ®ú (Kilolitre)

(c) For measuring areas etc.
(i) 100 ºÉäx]õÒ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú

= 1 ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú (meter)

1000 ¨ÉÒ]õ®

= 1 ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®ú (Kilometer)

8 ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®

= 5 ¨ÉÒ±É

1 ¨ÉÒ]õ®ú

= about 39.4 <ÆSÉ (inches)

(ii)1 ½äþC]äõªÉ®
100 ½äþC]äõªÉ®

= more than 2 BEòb
= 1 ´ÉMÉÇ ÊEò±ÉÉä¨ÉÒ]õ®ú (Sq. Kms)

AM/PM markers

|É¦ÉÉiÉ ({ÉÚ.) |ÉÉiÉ&/ºÉÖ¤É½
{ÉÚ´ÉÉÇ¼xÉ
+{É®úÉ¼xÉ (+{É.)
Ênù=ÄºÉÉä
ºÉÆvªÉÉ/ºÉÉÆZÉ/¤Éä±ÉÖEòÒ
®úÉÊjÉ/®úÉiÉ

dawn / morning
forenoon
after noon
Noon
Evening
Night

Time Zone

+ÉVÉ
¦ÉÉäÊ±É/Ê½þVÉÉä
ÊnùxÉ
{ÉÌºÉ
+ÎºiÉ

Today
Tomorrow & Yesterday
Day
Day after tomorrow and day
before yesterday
Two days after tomorrow and
two days before yesterday

ºÉ{iÉÉ½þ/½þ}iÉÉ

Week

{ÉIÉ

Fortnight
Month

(a) For measuring Solid things:

¨ÉÉºÉ/¨ÉÊ½þxÉÉ
ÊiÉ¨ÉÉ½þÒ
Uô¨ÉÉ½þÒ
´É¹ÉÇ/ºÉÉ±É

1 OÉÉ¨É

=

nù¶ÉÉ¤nùÒ

Decade

1000 OÉÉ¨É
100 ÊEò±ÉÉäOÉÉ¨É

=
=

¶ÉiÉÉ¤nùÒ
ºÉ½þºjÉÉ¤nùÒ

Century

At present, new metric system in weights and
measurement are used as in India. The descriptions
are given here.

(b)

about 15.48 OÉäxÉ (grain)
or 1 ¨ÉÉ¶ÉÉ
1 ÊEò±ÉÉäOÉÉ¨É (Kg)
1 ÏC´É]õ±É (quintal)

For measuring liquid,

Quarterly/ Three monthly
Half-yearly
Year

Millennium

(Courtesy : Sh. Prakash Prasad, All India Radio,
New Delhi Tel : 011-3715411)
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MÉ®ú¨É Uô * iÉÉiÉÉä Uô

Typical Colloquial Sentences in Nepali
GREETING
w Hello

GARAM CHHA/TËTO CHHA
w

½äþ±ÉÉè

{ÉÉxÉÒ {ÉnêùUô

B EòºiÉÉä ? B CªÉÉ ½þÉ?ä
YE KASTO ? YE KYA HO?
w

Good Morning

xÉ¨ÉºiÉä * xÉ¨ÉºEòÉ®ú
w

PËNI PARDÓ CHHA
GENERAL
w

TIMRO NAUN KE HO ? TAPËINKO NAUN KE HO?
w

MERO NAUN RAØJAN HO

Good Night

¶ÉÖ¦É - ®úÉÊjÉ

w

HAS TA/LA JAUN HÓ
w

Thanks

w

DHANYAWËD
How are you

vÉxªÉ´ÉÉnù

EòºiÉÉä UôºÉ * EòºiÉÉä UôÉè * EòºiÉÉä ½ÖþxÉÖ½þÖxUô * ½þVÉÖ®ú±ÉÉ<Ç
EòºiÉÉä Uô ?
KASTO CHHASA/KASTO CHHAU/ KASTO
HUNUHUNCHHA HAZURLËÌ KASTO CHHA

w

TIMÌ KATË BASCHHAU/BASCHHEU?
TAPËÌN KUN ÙHËUNMË BASNUHUNCHHA?

Good Bye

½þºÉ iÉ * ±É VÉÉ=Ä ½èþ *

w

MA GHANÙËGHARMË BASCHHU.
w

Sorry

¨É±ÉÉ<Ç +¡òºÉÉäºÉ Uô

TIMÌ KATI VARâHAKË BHAYAU? TAPËÌNKO
UMER KATI BHO?
w

TYO GHAR AGLO/ALGO CHHA
w

w

UNÌ RËMRÌ CHHIN
w

w

It is hot
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I like Bengali sweets

¨É±ÉÉ<Ç ¤ÉRÂóMÉÉ±ÉÒ feBkbZ ¨ÉxÉ {ÉUÇô

MALËÌ BEÛGËLÌ MIÙHËI MANA PARCHHA
w

I love birds

¨É±ÉÉ<Ç SÉ®úÉ½þ°ü ¨ÉxÉ {ÉUÇôxÉÂ

MALËÌ CHARË HARÍ MANA PARCHHAN
w

Where is Railway Station?

®äú±É´Éä º]äõ¶ÉxÉ EòiÉÉ Uô ?

¤ÉÉÊ½þ®ú ÊSÉºÉÉä Uô

BËHIRA CAISO CHHA

She is beautiful

=xÉÒ ®úÉ©ÉÒ ÊUôxÉÂ

VÉÉb÷Éä Uô

JËÚO CHHA
It is cool outside

That building is tall

iªÉÉä PÉ®ú +M±ÉÉä/+±MÉÉä Uô

MALËÌ APHSOS CHHA
WEATHER
w It is cold

How old are you?

ÊiÉ¨ÉÒ EòÊiÉ ´É¹ÉÇEòÉ ¦ÉªÉÉè ? iÉ{ÉÉ<ÈEòÉä =¨Éä®ú EòÊiÉ ¦ÉÉä ?

MALËÌ SANCHÓ CHHA DHANYAWËD
w

I live near Ghantaghar

¨É PÉx]õÉPÉ®ú¨ÉÉ ¤ÉºUÖô

I am fine thank you

¨É±ÉÉ<Ç ºÉxSÉè Uô vÉxªÉ´ÉÉnù

Where do you live?

ÊiÉ¨ÉÒ EòiÉÉ ¤ÉºUôÉ/è ¤ÉºUäô=?iÉ{ÉÉ<È EÖòxÉ Bkm¡ek ¤ÉºxÉÖ½þÖxUô?

áHUBH RËTRI
w

My Name is Ranjan

¨Éä®úÉä xÉÉ=Ä ®ú\VÉxÉ ½þÉä

NAMASTE/ NAMASKËR
w

What is Your Name?

ÊiÉ©ÉÉä xÉÉ=Ä Eäò ½þÉ?ä iÉ{ÉÉ<ÄEòÉä xÉÉ=Ä Eäò ½þÉä ?

NAMASTE/ NAMASKËR
Good Afternoon

xÉ¨ÉºiÉä * xÉ¨ÉºEòÉ®ú

It is raining

RAILWAY STATION KATË CHHA
w

How far is the Bus Terminal from here?

ªÉºÉ Bkm¡nfs [k ¤ÉºÉ ]õÌ¨ÉxÉ±É EòÊiÉ ]õÉføÉ ½þÉ±ä ÉÉ ?

YAS ÙHËUNDEKHI BUS TERMINAL ÙËÚHË
HOLË?
w

HAWËÌAÚÚË PUGNA KATI SAMAY LËGLË?

KE RAGHUNËTHJYÍ TYANHËN HUNUHUNCHHA
w

KHËNË SWËDILO CHHA
w

BADHËI CHHA
w

TAPËIN RËMRO/RËMRI DEKHINDÓ
HUNUHUNCHHA
w

How much will it cost?

NAYËN VARâA TIMRO/TAPËIN/HAZURKË LËGI
SUKHAMAYA HOS
w

ªÉºÉ±ÉÉ<Ç EòÊiÉ {É±ÉÉÇ? ªÉºÉEòÉä nùÉ¨É EòÊiÉ {É±ÉÉÇ ?

MATAPËIN/ HAZURKO KHUSI RA KALYËÛ KO
MA×GAL KËMANË GARDACHHU

Excuse me

¨ÉÉ¡ò MÉxÉÖÇ½þÉä±ÉÉ

w

From Which Platform can I get the train for
Chandigarh?

¨Éè±Éä EÖòxÉ {±Éä]õ¡òÉ¨ÉÇ¤ÉÉ]õ SÉhb÷ÒMÉføEòÉ ±ÉÉÊMÉ ®äú±É ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ
ºÉCUÖô ?
MÓLE KUN PLATFORM BËÙA CHANÚÌGAÚHKË
LAGI RAIL SAMËTNA SAKCHHU?
w

TIMRO/TAPËIN HAZURKO áUBH VIVAHKË LËGI
BADHËÌ CHHA
w

Keep your eyes wide open before marriage and
half shut afterwards

Ê¤É½äþ¦ÉxnùÉ {ÉÊ½þ±Éä SÉxÉÉJÉÉä ¦É<Ç ¤ÉºxÉÉäºÉÂ ®ú Ê¤É½äþ{ÉÊUô +ÉÄJÉÉ
+ÉvÉÉ JÉÖ±ÉÉ ®úÉJxÉÉäºÉ

Eäò ªÉÉä ®äú±ÉMÉÉb÷Ò +Ê±ÉMÉfø¨ÉÉ +bÂ÷Uô ?

BIHEBHANDË PAHILE CANËKHO BHAÌ BASNOS
RA BIHEPACHHI ËNKHË ËDHË KHULË
RËRKHNOS

How many kids do you have?

(Courtesy : Sh. Prakash Prasad, All India Radio,
New Delhi Tel : 011-3715411)

Does this train stop at Aligarh?
KE YO RELGËÚÌ ALIGAÚHMË AÚACHHA ?

w

Congratulations on your marriage

ÊiÉ©ÉÉä/iÉ{ÉÉ<È/½þVÉÖ®úEòÉä ¶ÉÖ¦ÉÊ´É´ÉÉ½þEòÉ ±ÉÉÊMÉ ¤ÉvÉÉ<Ç Uô

MËPH GARNUHOLË
w

I wish you all the happiness

¨ÉiÉ{ÉÉ<È/½þVÉÖ®úEòÉä JÉÖºÉÒ ®ú Eò±ªÉÉhÉEòÉä ¨ÉRÂóMÉ±ÉEòÉ¨ÉxÉÉ
MÉnÇùUÖô

YASLËÌ KATI PARLË ? YASKO DËM KATI
PARLË?
w

Wish you happy new year

xÉªÉÉÄ ´É¹ÉÇ ÊiÉ©ÉÉä * iÉ{ÉÉ<È/½þVÉÖ®úEòÉ ±ÉÉÊMÉ ºÉÖJÉ¨ÉªÉ ½þÉºä ÉÂ *

KÎIPYË UHËNLËÌ PHURSAD HUNË SËTH
SAKESAMMA CHËNÚO PHONE GARNA
BHANNUHOLË.
w

You look lovely

iÉ{ÉÉ<È ®úÉ©ÉÉä * ®úÉ©ÉÒ näùËJÉnèù ½ÖþxÉÖ½ÖþxUô

Please tell him to call back as soon as he is free

EÞò{ÉªÉÉ =½þÉ±Ä ÉÉ<Ç ¡ÖòºÉÇnù ½ÖþxÉÉºÉÉlÉ ºÉEäòºÉ¨¨É SÉÉÄb÷Éä ¡òÉäxÉ
MÉxÉÇ ¦ÉzÉÖ½þÉ±ä ÉÉ

Congratulations

¤ÉvÉÉ<Ç Uô

Is Mr. Raghunath There?

Eäò ®úPÉÖxÉÉlÉVªÉÚ iªÉ½þÉÄ ½ÖþxÉÖ½þÖxUô ?

Food is delicious

JÉÉxÉÉ º´ÉÉÊnù±ÉÉä Uô *

How long will it take to reach the airport?

½þ´ÉÉ<Ç+bÂ÷b÷É {ÉÖMxÉ EòÊiÉ ºÉ¨ÉªÉ ±ÉÉM±ÉÉ ?
w

w

ÊiÉ©ÉÉ EòÊiÉ VÉxÉÉ UôÉ®ä úÉUôÉ®ä úÒ - ½þ°ü UôxÉÂ ? iÉ{ÉÉ<ÈEòÉ
¤ÉÉ±É¤ÉSSÉÉ EòÊiÉ UôxÉÂ?

TIMRË KATI JANË CHHORË CHHORÌ HARÍ
CHHAN? / TAPËINKA BËLBACCË KATI CHHAN?
w

The gift is wonderful

ªÉÉä ={É½þÉ®ú ¤Éb÷Éä ®úÉ©ÉÉä Uô *

YO UPHËR BAÚO RËMRO CHHA
w

It is really pretty

ªÉÉä ºÉÉÄÊSÉEèò ºÉÖxnù®ú Uô *

YO SËNCHCHIKÓ SUNDAR CHHA
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